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The Poüsh Socialist Centrai Planning System was abolished in 1989 to be replaced 

with a Capitalist Market System. In 1993 Poiand embarked upon a comprehensive 

restructuring programme, which combined restructuring of formerly state owned banks 

with that of their most prominent clients, state owned enterprises. In terrns of its 

objectives of transfemng capital from inefficient uses to more efficient uses, the 

programme seems to have been quite successful. The standard according to which 

progress is measured are much to high, however. Furthmore, the objectives of the 

programme did not take into consideration social complications such as increased 

unemployment resulting from restructuring of banks and enterprises. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past seven years, Poland, dong with ail other countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe has been undergoing major economic changes. Since 1989, an officia1 

attempt has been made to replace the former sociaiist cenaal planning system with a 

market based capitaiist system. With the involvement of the MF. the Wodd Bank, and 

other international financial institutions, as well as the assistance of Western 

govemments. Poland has embarked upon the process of economic transition. The IMF 

prescriptions for Poland's reform, attached to financiai aid fiom that institution, are of the 

usual SOR They include the iiberalization of prices and the removal of subsidies, the 

devaluation of the Polish zloty, a decrease in governent expenditures, with the goal of 

decreasing the budget deficit, dong with a tight monetary policy. The process is quite 

lengthy and involves not only the oveahrowing of old p ~ c i p l e s  of operation and 

adapting new market based instruments and signals. but aiso the incorporation of a wide 

range of institutional changes, as well as the creation of a new legai framework. The long 

term goal is to privatize al1 those economic institutions owned by the state, with the hope 

of creating a market based capitalkt system. 

Tàus three areas of reform c m  be identified within the transformation process. 

The dismantling of controls, the adjustment of macroeconomic imbdances, and the 
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building of institutions. In the last area, we can again distinguish between reforms in the 

enterprise sector, the rest~cturing of fiscal institutions, and re fom in the fuianciai 

sector. Great emphasis must be placed on reforming institutionai structures if any of the 

other goals. in particular macmeconomic stability and a weU functioning market, are to be 

It is the purpose of this study to focw on reforms in the banking sector, which in a 

socialist economy comprises the financial sector, and in the economy in transition. the 

buik of the financiai sector. The objective is to see, what changes individual banks need 

to make and what r e fom the system as a whole requires in order to be able to service a 

market based economy. Furthemore, the argument is made that one of the most crucial 

aspects of institutional changes in fotmeriy centraily planned economies is the training 

and teaching of M a n d  management, as well as a gradual adaptation of new behavioue 

by economic agents. This can be a lengthy process and hence sdcient time must be 

allowed, before any inferences about its success can be made. 

The banking system of a socialist economy, as descnbed in chapter two, operated 

on the basis of a whole set of principles which did not correspond to market principies. 

The banking sector, a state owned monobank, was an extension of the central planning 

agency. Its principai function was to ensure that enough money and credit were provided 

to finance the central plan of physicai production. Banks did not assess their clients in 

ternis of risk or entrepreneurid promise, nor were they particularly concemed with their 



own finaucial standing. They did not have a minimum required capitai adequacy ratio. 

nor did they base their decisions on the profitability of any venture. Furthemore, 

economic agents in the economy regarded banks either as a source of guaranteed credit, a 

means of transferring of h d s ,  or a place in which to deposit savings. Loans were not 

expected by, nor by and large were they extended to, the private sector. The rates of 

interest paid on deposits and charged on loans were set administratively and by no means 

reflected the opportunity cost of capital. Savings were, however. placed in baaks as there 

was a huge shortage of physical goods avaiiable for purchase. 

The banking system of the socialkt economy could not service the needs of a 

capitalkt market. Along with the entire economic system, the banking sector had to 

undergo major refonns in behaviour and guiding principles as well as institutional 

structures. Unreformed banks, as well as unreformed enterprises did not know how to 

respond to market signals such as the rate of interest. State owned banks continued 

Lending to state owned enterprises on the bais of oId principles. This resulted in large 

financial losses. 

During the transformation process, which includes the privatization of the 

industrial and service sector as well as the banking sector, an environment must be 

created which ailows small and medium sized pnvate enterprises to prosper and to create 

employment oppodt ies .  New job openings are important, since the reform of state 

owned enterprises in an attempt to eliminate inefficiencies inevitably produces 
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unemployment The development of banks cm facilitate the process of creating a 

favourable environment for pnvate small and medium sized timis through the release of 

capital fiom inefficient uses in state owued enterpnses. A further task for the banks is the 

redistribution of this capital among more efficient projects as brought forth by private 

fkm. Banks must leam new behaviour and adapt new rules and regulations in order to be 

able to preform theu hctions efficiently. 

Issues of the banking sector in transition are addressed in chapter three. Problems 

faced by commercial banks and the centrai bank, which adopted balance sheets fiom the 

previous system are described. As weU, the poor situation of banks' clients - enterprises is 

explained. A catalogue of solutions to those problems is provided, fiom which Poland 

couid choose whichever were considered most effective. Also issues of institutionai 

b w o r k  refoms are brought to light dong with proposais of how to create the 

appropriate fiamework A financial sector of a centraIly planned economy did not have a 

regulatory and supervisory fiamework sufncient to serve a market based banking system. 

Also legal structures supporting private property were not developed. The chapter M e r  

focuses on questions of central bank independence and monetary policy goals and 

instruments. ï h e  degree of central bank independence influences the central bank's 

ability to exercise poiicy independently nom political considerations of the governments. 

Also the central bank's d e  in the regdation and supervision of the commercial banking 

sector is described. 
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Poiand's actuai experience with reforms in the banking sphere is summarized in 

chapter four. There again, reforms and changes have been geared toward the goal of 

pnvatization. The situation of banks at the onset of reform was quite poor and thus banks 

were not attractive for privatization. The objective of reform has been to create banking 

institutions which wiU attract new potential owners. After several years of disintegated 

attempts at reform, which led to littie improvement in the situations and operations of 

banks, Poland decided to embark upon a more comprehensive programme of joint 

enterprise and bank restnicturing. Thus some issues of enterprise restructuring are 

touched upon in this chapter, which also descnbes the successful privatization of several 

state owned banks. Furthemore, issues of commercial bank supervinon and regdation 

are explored as weil as the degree of centrai bank independence and the cenaai bank's 

choice of monetary policy instruments. 

The results of the enterprise and bank resûucturuig programme as of 1995 are 

described in chapter five. It is important to see, whether the objectives of the programme 

have been realized and if they have not yet been, what the prospects are for their 

realization. Remaining problems, to be focussed upon in fiiture economic reforrn 

initiatives, will be pointed out. 

It is, however, equally important to question the validity of the reform objectives 

themselves, as well as the criteria on which basis bank performance is evaluated The 

enterprise and bank restructuring programme resulted in many job tosses, and even if 
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unuitended, this effect was ceaallily not a desirable one. The discontent of the public was 

expressed through the desperate re-election of a communist govemment, which many 

worked so hard to overthrow. Chapter five will attempt to explore, whether a miidet 

appmach could have prevented social dissatisfaction. 

Chapter six will provide a brief summary as well as some conclucihg remarks. 



Presentiy, People's Poland is undergohg a fùndamentd econornic transformation. 

The goal is to move away fiom a sociaüst centraliy planned economy and towards a 

capitaiist market economy. One of the sectoa of the Polish economy which requires 

major structurai and hctional changes is the banking sector. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with an understanding of the 

ideoiogicai h e w o r k  and the structure of the formeriy socialist banking systern in 

Poland It is crucial to provide a detailed account of the former banking systern in order to 

be able to ident* which areas of the banking sphere are being targeted by poiicy, how 

they are changing and why some areas are more pmblematic than others. A description of 

the past will provide some insights into the present situation. 

1. Banking in Sociaiism 

Ideally, a communia economy, towards which ail sociaiist economies were 

sîriving, would operate without the use of money. As envisioned by Marx, in a rnoneyless 

society, each individual would put into society and take fiom society equal shaies of 



goods and services, without anyone having more than othea. 

Lenin recogniad, that the bankiag system was the foundation of a capitalkt 

economy, and thus a sector that had to be changed firn He did not dispose of the idea of 

money, since that seemed too bard to impiement in practice- instead. he believed, that the 

socialist banking system would act as a skeleton of the sociaiia economy, and be used in 

the reaiization of nationai plans as the distributor of Wonnation and the enforcer. 

The centraily pianoed economy of Poland was created afier the image of the 

Soviet Union. where Lenin's ideas served as guidelines. [n this economy al1 production 

and distribution was to take place only as specified by the central plan designed by the 

planning authorïties. The financial situation of the economy did not influence reai 

quiantities of output. Moaey had no autonomous purchashg power. it was merely an 

accounting unit a numeraire. It did not iduence reai processes in the economy, since 

these were planned; money only accommodated and made possible the fulfilrnent of 

national plans. 

It must be kept in minci, that not al1 socialist systems and their banking systems 

operated dong the same regulations and hctions of the banking system differed siightly 

between countries. It is safe to Say, however, that the principles goveming the economies 

and their banking systems were quite simiiar. In this chapter, these principies will be 

outlined. It wiil aiso be seen that principles and theu applications did not always fdl in 



Crudeiy, the difference between a socialist system and a capitalist system, is the 

destination of surplus vaiue cMted in the production process. The value of a commodity 

is the s u m  of the cost of its production and the surplus value. The capitalist society allows 

private individuais to hold and dispose of the surpius vaiue. In a socialist synem, any 

surplus value is to be passed on to the han& of the state, and expended on specinc 

s e ~ c e s  such as heaith care, education and nationai defence. Although over time, 

increasingly more control over surplus value was given to enterprises. to some degree its 

uses have always been SUpe~sed directty by the state and indirectly through state owned 

enterprises. The role of a banking system in a socialist society is to represent the state's 

interest to the enterprise sector, and to monitor and direct the uses of surplus vaiue 

created in the production process. [Zwass, 19791 The enterprise sector was of course state 

owned, and thus aiso r~presentative of the state's intetestS. But managers of enterprises 

could deviate fiom the plan if left unsupe~sed. The main purpose of the banking system 

was therefore to keep in check the actions of the management and the sta f f  of enterprises. 

To a smailer degree, the bank sector also exercised control over the pnvate sector. 

in a planned economy, the primary objective was to fùlfil the national plan, and 

the banking system served as a means to facilitate this process. Thus any action, or policy 

exercised by any part of the banking sector was always geared toward the reaiization of 

the plan objectives. In other words, it must be kept in mind, that the rules that govem the 
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behaviour of capiralist banks dBer greatly fiom those that govemed the socialia banks. 

in that they were always secondary in the latter system. Recovery of credif the most 

profitable alIocation of credit, recovery of costs, were ail objedves, which were at times 

foilowed by the polish banks, but have always been subordhate to the real goals of the 

economic plan. 

It is clear then, that we cannot th* of the fonner state bank or any of the former 

speciaity banks as a separate entity acting in pumiit of its own interest. but rather as 

another part of the whole network of organizations pursuhg the interests of the entire 

nation (or at lean those of the planning authorities). This is very crucial to understanding 

why banks acted the way they did, even if their actions created many situations that in the 

present tirne of transition pose problems to the polish economy. 

2. Structure of the Polish Banking System 

One of the first steps in the transformation of Poland's economy .fiom a market 

economy into a cenaally planned ecowmy was the nationalization of the banking sector. 

AI1 commercial banks were amdgarnated witù the ceneal bank to fom one entity. This 

step was taken first by the Soviet Union and later by al1 other countries pursuing the goal 

of sociaiism. Over the course of history the nationalized banking sectors of the Soviet 

Union and al1 socialia countries of Eastern Europe developed sirnilar characterïstics. 



Poland's banking sector, as b t  of most other sociaiist counuies, consisted of 

what has been tenned a monobank. The con of the system was the National Bank of 

Polanà, a smialist centrai bank. Aside h m  the NBP, severai other types of banks 

existed. An Investment Bank, an Agricuitural Bank, a Foreign Trade Bank, and a Savings 

Bank, ai i  described in the pacagraphs foiiowing. 

The Polish banking sector underwent two periods of refonn, the fus amund 1954 

and the second around 1973. The changes implernented were cenwd around the idea of 

lessening the degree of centralization of the decision m a h g  process. 

3. Typa of Banla in Socialist Poland 

3.1. The National Bank of Polond or State Bank 

Originaiiy, the head of the state badc was the Deputy Minister of Finance. The 

relationship between the NBP and the Ministry of Finance was somewhat loosened in the 

course of development, but remained close knit nonetheless. Around the second decade 

after the war, the State Bank became responsible to the Council of Ministers. The head 

of the State Bank was appointed by the supreme political authority, and ofien had no 

previous banking experience. Working with the head was a managing board of directors, 

and a council representing a cross section of economic administrators. [Garvy, 19661 



The National Bank of Poland coasisted of one large head quarters in Warsaw, and 

numerous smder branches scatmed across the entire country. Local offices had the duty 

to supervise each enterprise individually, and report to regionai offices, which would 

report to headquarters. 

Within the Bank, five departments could be identified: a policy department, a c d i t  

department, an operathg department, a conml deparmient and a staff depamnent. 

The National Bank of Poland was a central bank in the sense that it was the only 

institution credited with the ability ta issue bank notes and reiease them into circulation. 

Aside nom being the baak of issue, the NBP acted as a centre for settlements and clearing 

of payments between enterprises, as well as the accumulation and redistribution in the 

form of credit of the economy's money stock. It was thus able to exercise fuiancial control 

over the activities of sociaiist economic iflstitutions. One of its main tasks was to ensure 

that enterprises kept their expendinires within the Iimit of the plan and that they met their 

financiai obligations to the b& 

Nat only did the state bank exercise control over enterprise behaviour, its books 

served as a tight monitoring device. The bank's books kept mck of al1 production and 

distribution in the economy, as measured by one common denomination, nameIy money. 

Thus any unforeseen changes in the levels of production or distribution were instantiy and 

in great detail reflected in the b&s books. This dlowed the authorities to s u p e ~ s e  the 

performance of individual enterprises and check whether the whole of the economy was 
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moving in Iine with the plan. in this sense, the NBP was a key part in the administrative 

apparatus of the economy. [Garvy, 19661 

The National Bank of Poland was a bank to the government as well as the 

enterprise seaor. Although the line between state owned enterprises and the govemment 

is quite fine. the separate function of budgetary accounting can be identified within the 

state bank. 

Originally, ail baaks other than the state bank were to perform only technical tasks 

and act as trmmitters of information between the state bank and the rest of the economy. 

[Garvy, 19661 They were regarded as generally econornically passive institutions. in the 

late 1060's some discussion emerged about making individuai banks more active and 

increasing their ability to influence the econornic process. [Husni, 198 11. Some changes 

were hoduced hand in hand with changes in the degree of autonomy of enterprises. 

3.2. The litvestmenf Bank 

The Investment Bank acted as an administrative organization for the disbursement 

of budget h d s ,  which were graated on a non-rem basis. Budget transfen to enterprises 

were restricted to financing large long terni investment and were originaily the only 

source of finance for long term investment The fun& granted to enterprises can simply 

be thought of as budget subsidies to be used for specific purposes laid out in the national 



plan. 

The Investment Bank was obligated to keep accounts with the National Bank of 

Poland In later yeaq around the early seventies, the Investment Bank became obsolete. 

The sharp separation of short term and long temi credit was relaxed and banks were 

aiiowed to extend credit for the purposes of long terni investment. Thus there was no 

longer a need for a separate institution dealing specincdy with long terni investment 

fiinds. and the Investment Bank was amalgamated with the State Bank. [Garvy, 19661 

3.3. The AgricuIrural Bank 

The Agricuitural Bank was designed to serve the needs of the agricultural sector. 

In Poland, roughly 10% of the agicultural sector was nationdued a srnail percentage 

when compared to other socialist economies. The Agriculhiral Bank financed projects of 

cooperative fanns. and also extended credit to private fmers, where wananted by the 

national plan. [Garvy, 19661 Also the A g r i c ~ ~  Bank was responsible to and obligated 

to keep account with the NBP. 

3.4. Foreign Trude Bank 

The Foreign Trade Bank was an institution designed to oversee al1 of foreign 

d e ,  and foreign exchange needs. It acted as a correspondent to foreign banks of 
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socialist counuies and some capitalist countries. Its main task was to administer bilateral 

t d e  payments and to maintain foreign exchange reserves for tourists and for diplomats. 

[Oarvy, 19661 Foreign trade and exchange arrangements in the former Soviet Union and 

the Eastern Bloc deserve a separate discussion, as they were quite interesting, but such 

discussion is not within the scope of this chapter. 

The Savings Bank was the banking institution available to the population at large 

[Garvy, 19661. Pnvate individuais deposited theu savings with the savings bank and on 

rate occasions were granted loans. The savings of individuals were often involun*iry, 

forced by shortages in the supply of goods and services. The limitations in the supply of 

output were a form of contcolling private sector expenditures. The only alternative to 

placing excess cash in the saviags bank was the hoatding of money. The rate of interest 

paid on savings deposits. ofien of minimal value, was designed to discourage the 

hoarding of money by individuals, skice savings deposits are much easio to control. 

4. The Circulation of Money 

In the centrally pianned economy of P o l e  money was circulated through two 

circuits, a cash circuit, and a non-cash circuit. Most of the operations of the private sector, 

as wefl as the payment of wages and salaries to private individuals by enterprises flowed 
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through the cash or cunency circuit (private money). The non-cash circuit was used for 

payments between the govenunent and enterprises, and payments between state owned 

enterprises (enterprise money). AU non-cash operations had to go through the state bank, 

which resulted in excessive amouats of paper work. Each transaction was recorded in the 

books of the buyer and the supplier, aad each transaction was entered sepaately in a 

bilaterai system. This payment system was not very speedy nor efficient- 

4.1. The rlreory of money 

Accordhg to Garvy, money in a socialist economy "represents a classic case of 

fiat money." The value of money, which was said to be backed by gold was 

administratively determùled. The actual amount of gold held in reserve to back money 

was never publicised. Money was also not exchangeable for other currencies, especidly 

not those of capitaiist countries. To purchase currencies of other socialist countries, a 

number of exchange rates were set. ïhese would Vary with the purpose of purchasing 

foreign currency and with the origin of that cunency. In other words, exchange rates were 

by no mcam prices of currency as determined by a foreign exchange market. 

Money in a centrally planned economy did not fit into traditional monetary 

theory. Functions and use of money were greatly constricted, as a result of the eady 

atkmpts to abolish money nom the economy. [Zwass, 19791 
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The three hctions of money in conventional monetvy rheory are to serve as a 

means of payment, a unit of account, and a store of vaiue. In a planned economy, as well 

as in a market economy, rnoney did serve as a unit of account. AIthough often production 

and distribution pians were set in physical quantities, money served as a numeraire in the 

monitoring of implementation of plans. This was especially the case when it was banks 

who monitored and controlled the execution of production and distribution plans. 

Acwrding to Garvy, money in a wcialist economy had two bction: to serve as a means 

of payment. and to be used as a tool of administrative control. [Garvy, 19661 

Money was used as a means of payment in the purchashg of labour fiom 

individuais, and in the purchasing of consumer goods by individuals. Currency was one 

type of payment, which was usai in the cash circuit. In the non cash circuit of the 

economy, payments between enterprises and the govemment and payments among 

enterprises were made by means of book entries and deductions. 

Z 

Money cannot be said to have served as a store of value in the same sense as it 

does in a market economy. In a planned economy, moaey did not give its holder 

anonymous purchasing power. Money did not ailow its holder to buy everything, since 

supply was remicted by econornic plans, nor did it ailow holders to acquire means of 

production. since these were generally owned by the state. Thus money in a planned 

economy did not embody the same kind of value as it does in a market economy. The 

vaiue of money in a planned economy was very much tied to the real quantities specified 



by the economic plan in a sense then one could argue that goods served as a store of 

value, partïcularly given the low rates of inflation prior to the 1980s. The f'unctions of 

money in the case of Hungary may have heen slightiy different, as availability of goods 

was higher and property rights were not typicai for the Cenoally Planned econornies of 

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Unioa 

Zwass believes, that money, although origiiially thought to be unnecessary in a 

planned economy, did serve important fhctions. Moaey, shce it was used for wage 

payments, may have been an incentive for workers to increase labour productivity, and an 

incentive for enterprises to inmase efnciency. [Zwass, 19791. But money could only 

have been an incentive to the degree that it had some autonomous value. If increases in 

money wages or money profits did not ailow its holder to putchase anything, then the 

mere holding of moaey would have created Little incentive. The degree of autonomy of 

money had increased through the years, with consecutive refomis, and money had 

increasingly more purchashg power. Thus, over time, monetary remuneration could have 

been used as an incentive, as Zwass suggests, to stimulate efficiency and labour 

productivity. 

4.2. Monetary Pol@ in a SocioIXsi Economy 

On the aggregate money did mt have the ability to influence socialist economic 

activity. Monetary policies were never w d  to stimulate or to contracs the economy, they 
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were used only within the h w o r k  of production and dimiburion as specified by the 

planning authonties. The quantity of money released into circulation, as weii as the 

quantity of credit extended in any given year were specified in the national pian. 'ïhus the 

NationaI Bank of Poland did not engage in active monetary policy geared to the 

stimulation or contraction of the economy, as do Cenaal Baaks in capitalist economies- 

The size and the rate of gtowth of the economy was detennuied by the national plan, the 

monetary and credit plans only accommodated physical plans. The only active mie of the 

state bank \vas to ensure that the necessary amount ofmoaey and credit be available for 

the execution of the national plan. 

The amount of total suppiy of moaey in the econorny, as opposed to the amount of 

currency in circulation was not a policy objective in the socialist system. Changes in the 

total money supply were never used to influence the real economy, since the size o f  the 

economy was to be determined by the plan. Data on the money supply were never 

pubiished. since there was no anaifical sigoincance attached to that economic variable. 

in a socialist economy, it did not serve as an economic indicator. 

The total money supply in a centtally planneci economy could be divided into 

pnvate money. circulated through the cash circuit, md enterprise money, circulated 

through the non-cash circuit. The twa foms of money had to be managed separately and 

differentiy, since they differed in their bctioning. 



Private money codd be spent fieely, as each zloty was not tied to a specific 

purchase. Thus real demand could not be controiled through the allocation of money in 

the private sector. In order to control de& production had to be restricted to those 

goads and services which the national plan designated for consumption. Thus the supply 

of private money could potentiaiiy create inaationary pressures, but these were instead 

traasformed into shortages of goods and services and never tenned "inflation". Queuing 

or rationing was the p r e f e d  approafh and hence, with fixed prices. Mation remained 

repressed. 

Enterprise money was aiways tied to a specific purpose. For the most part it 

onginated corn bank credit or budget grants, the difference between which is only in 

name and destination, since al1 banks were state owned Any zloty that was used in the 

non-cash circuit of enterprise rnoney was supposed to be accounted for in the national 

plan. Thus the management of the supply of enterprise rnoney was a lot simpler than that 

of private money, since the banL could directiy influence the amount of money each 

enterprise used Inflationary pressures were of much smder concem in -s circuit. 

However, in practice, as will be seen , the extension of credit occurred more or 

less automatically, and a considerable part of it was not plamed but occurred due to 

inevitable discrepancies between plan and practice. Planned production often created a 

mismatch between supply and demand in the real economy, and resulted in large piles of 

inventories and at the same tirne shortages. Banks were obligated to finance this kind of 



activity. in that sense. the conml over enterprise money was not quite perfect either. 

Credit in the centrally planned economy was to bë granted only by the bank 

sector. There was not supposed to be any cndit extended between individuai enterprises. 

nor was it to be granted by the vendor to the buyer. In a sense the state held a rnonopoly 

on credit allocation, which of course was meant to aUow total control over the amount 

and destination of credit in the economy. 

AU credit was to be extended foliowing the five principles of sociaiist credit, that 

emerged in the eady L930's in the Soviet Union, and were adopted by di other sociaiist 

countrîes. They required that credit be platmeci, specifïc, secured, repayable and fixed in 

maturity. Foliowing these principles was supposed to render credit non-inflationary. 

Credit had to be specified by the Centrai Bank's credit plan. which would ailow 

the allocation of credit to be kept in line with planned material values. No credit could 

ever be granted if the purpose of the production was contmy to the plans of the national 

economy. Credit could only be extended to promote the reditauon of such economic 

objectives that were in accordance with the national economic plan. [Mezerics, 19681 Al1 
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credit was thus to be tied to specific working assets and was not to be granted any 

anonymous purchasing power. The upper limit of aggregate credit was set by the Cental 

Bank. If credit was not s e c d  with a working asset, it was to be repaid immediately, 

even if the matunty date agreed upon at the tirne of the ctedit contract had not ken 

reached. Generally, credit could be extended oniy for putposes that would aüow for the 

repayment of credit in the fûtme. The repayment period allowed, or the maturity date, was 

to be set no M e r  than a year h m  the &y credit was granted. [Zwass, 19791. These 

principles aimed at providbg a bais for using administrative controls, but they did not in 

any way allow the use of credit policy as a means of contmliing aggregate demand in the 

economy, as is often done in capitaiist econornies. The need for aggregate demand 

management did not exist, since the levei of output was by no means demand determined, 

but rather planned by politid authorities. Excess demand would not be transiated into 

. . 
inflation, since prices were adminlstratively set, but would rather find expression in 

persistent shortages of supply. [Gamy, 19661 

Although the five principles of credit were officially to be folloyed at ail times. in 

order to facilitate control, throughout the three decades of socialism in Poland it became 

increasingly clear, that in practice, the principles were not kept. Even the hardest lending 

temis could not prevent discrepancies between planning and plan fulfilment. Almost 

every year unplanned credit had to be extended to accommodate enterprise working 

capital ne& and soon provisions for unplamed credit wwe made part of the nationai 

plan. [Garvy, 19661 



The purpose of credit in a planneci economy was to be able to exercise conml 

over financial resources in the economy, such that distribution within the economy was in 

line with the plan. The banking system pooled togethet aU fuMfs of the national economy 

and unspent incornes, and redistribiited them to economic organiîatioas and individuals 

in the fonn of credit. Becaw bank -dit was always tempormy, and always to be repaid, 

it did not alter the propotioos in the distribution of national income. nor the actuai 

disîribution of hds .  

Originally, bank credit was to be used oniy to suppiement enterprisesr own fund 

used for non investment purposes. It was to finance seasonal pileups of inventory, and to 

assist enterprises with temporary short temi needs. 

The altemative to bank credit and enterprise intemal capital were subsidies 

extended by the budget Although at times tenned long term credit, b d s  granted by the 

government did not have to be repaid- They were extended for purposes of long terni 

investment as planned by the national planning authorities. 

Because of the practical difliculties of stickhg to the five principles, much more 

liberai concepts of credit began to emerge- In a 1954 refonn, authorities agreed to loosen 

lending terms for prospering enterprises, yet to exercise extmneiy stiB lending ternis over 

enterprises with poor penormance, or operating at a loss. In the same refom penod, 

enterprises' position in the economy changed from being a mere executor of the national 
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economic plan. to becoming a seif financing entity, with a much smaller reliance on 

budget subsidies. 

In 1973 it was decided that even those enterprises operating at a loss shouid face 

loose credit ternis. At the same tirne, enterprises, or large economic organisations (wielkie 

organizacje gospodarcze) were declared to be the pülars of the economic system and 

economic management. The underlying idea was that by allowing capital investment 

projects to be financed out of enterprises' own h d s ,  the implementation of decisions 

made at the macroeconomic level wouid speed up considerably. [Zwass. 19791 

With Ume it became increasingly harder to keep the sharp distinction between 

working capital or seasonal needs of enterprises and longer term investment needs. The 

clear liw between production and invesûnent activities became hazy. Also, enterprises 

were given a higher degree of control over theu own fiinds, and the requirement that al1 

surplus value be passed on to the budget and firom there redistributed was reiaxed. A 

certain portion of enterprises profits couid be disposed of by the enterprise itself. Profits 

were still to be used within the limitations of the national plan, but cornpliance with this 

d e  was of course much harder to enforce. OAen enterprises in Poland used thev own 

capital for purposes not approved by the national plan, and obtained bank credit for those 

appmved. [Zwass. 1979 ] 

The gradua1 replacement of budget subsidies with enterprises own h d s  and bank 
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credit to financc investment rendered the invernent Bank O bsolete. Its function, to 

aiiocate state fùnds for invesmient purposes among enteqxks. was no longer required. 

This led to the fusion of the Investment Bank with the National Bank of Poland in the 

early 1970's. [Zwass, 19791 

Although credit terms were specified, more strictly in the earlier years. the actuai 

extension of credit by sociaiist banks to enterprises was more less automatic. Men 

granting credit. considerations such as profitability of the enterprise. the risk involved in 

the project to be finance& or the =dit history of the enterprise were never of paramount 

importance. The enterprise, which pmduced socially desirable output and saived toward 

meeting nationai goals, was graated credit without regard to its fuianciai situation. In 

effem many enterprises operating at a loss were continued to be extended credit, which 

would ailow them to continue operaiions as well as s e ~ c e  their debts. The amount of 

rrcdit outstanding could therefore no longer be controlled, and increasingly more 

enterprises starteci to operate at a loss, knowing that they would not face a great penalty. 

The banks attempted to use the rate of interest as a disciplinary measure. and charged 

higher interest rates on overdue loans. But the effectiveness of this measure was very Iow, 

since the= was no real threat to the ent-es of losing access to credit. The automatic 

extension of credit in the socialist economy created one of the greater probiems with 

which the Polish economy is faced today. The next chapter will deal with the pmblem of 

enterprises operating at a loss and banks repeatediy roihg over their debts in more detail. 

For now it sufnces to emphasize the différence in the d e s  of granting credit between 
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socialist banks. where the primary critetïon is the cornpliance with the national plan, and 

capitalist banks. which are interesteci only in theu clients own financiai situation. 

S. Interest Rates 

in the eviy stages of the development of socialist banking in Pola& the rate of 

interest was thought of as merely a meam to recover costs of banking services. It has been 

kept at a very Iow level, 1-2 % annuaiIy and 3% for overdue credit. The rate of interest 

couid not be considered to be the pnce of credit or the pnce of money in the market 

sense, because money or capital markets did not ex ia  If we think of it as the 

administered pricc of credit, it must be kept in min& that cIeariy it could not act as a 

market c i e a ~ g  signal and would not equilibrate demand for and supply of credit. The 

rate of interest was never reflective of the availability of credit- 

With changes in the structure of the banking system, the importance of 

manipulation of the rate of interest became increasingly more important. Banks carne to 

rely on the rate of interest as an instnunent of credit policy, which wouid alIow them to 

infiuence enterprise behaviour. 

As Zwass says: " In a planned economy interest is no mure than an 
accountingpmameter of bank. III h a  becme respectable 
not, however, PP the market price of money, but os an 
inshument of bankr for infuencing their relations with 
enterprises. '' [Zwas, 19 79 ] 
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b r e a  rates were to create an incentive to compiy with the nationai plan. They 

wece meant to enme the d e  Utilizaaotl of nationai fiuids temporarily placed at the 

entezprhes disposal. Interest was also used to cover the overhead expenses of the bank. 

The interest rate coutd only work as an incentive, however, if it was great enough to 

iduence net income of the enterprises, and ifthe managers of the enterprise were 

personally moavated to meet the target level of net income. [Mezerics, 19681 

6. Was the monobank system the best choice for a Centrally Planned Economy? 

The structure of the banking system in Poland was subject to debate over the 

years. Many times did poiicy makers propose to impiement changes. The proposal to 

change the system fiom a monobank systern to a two tier system with an orthodox central 

bank and separate commercial banks was debated continuously. On the basis of 

theoretical considerations as weil as other corntries' practical experiences, the authorities 

came to the conclusion that the monobank system was bea suited for a centraily planned 

economy. Although steps were taken toward a decentraiization of decision making, and 

enterprises were given a somewhat higher degree of autonomy in that respect, the basic 

ûamework of a one level banking system remained in place until the mid 1 980's. A 

monobank system in a socialist economy ensured a smooth firnctioning of the economy, 

and facilitated the implementation of the macroeconomic pian. Since only one bank was 

utilïzeci, the distribution of h d s  required for the fulnlment of the national plan was 

M o n n .  The one tier system also allowed for greater control over the production process 
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and the allocation of fiulds, alîhough it was not the optimdy effective means of control. 

either. The monobank system was justined in vast arnounts of literature as king the b a t  

suiteci for a centtatly plamed economy, but its effectiveness in ternis of ensuring 

cornpliance with the pian couid have been imptoved. [Huszti, 198 11 





FINANCIAL REFORM IN THE TRANSlTlON; THEORY, PRINCIPLES AND 

PROBLEMS 

A. Banks and Enterprises 

1. The McKinnon-Shaw Framework 

2.1. ffinancior RepresSion 

Govemments intervene in the financiai system when market imperfections. such 

as bank monopolies appear. The purpose is to prohibit nomuial rates of interest from 

becoming too high. Law nominal interest rates are believed to encourage investment, 

and redistribute income. r(Korld Bank Development Report 19891 Fry tenns the 

existence of interest ceilings and credit rationing imposed by govemments on private 

financiai daims " financiai restrictionn. The coexistence of financial restriction and 

accelerating inflation produces fiaancial repression. Fry, 19951 Financial repression 

usually takes the form of interest rate controls, credit rationhg and exchange rate 

controls. Under sociaiism. the banking sector was entirely owned by the govenunent. 

Interest rates were set arbitrarily, and credit was dismbuted in accordance with the 

national plan. After the abolition of the socialist system. a large part of the banking 

sector in economies in transition is govemment owned, at least until it c m  be 
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privatued. which takes time and resources. OId habits canwt be broken overnight, and 

credit is oRen extended to priority sectors of the economy at interest rates that deviate 

fkom cornpetitive market equiübrium levels. 

Low nomirial interest rates WU have the desud stimulating effect on hvestment 

only when certain requirements are met. Firstly, the supply of loanable funds must nor 

be limited, so that an ùicreased demand for loanable funds at the low nominal interest 

rates can be accommodated. Secoadly, rates of inflation must be low and under 

control. If inflation rates are high, and interest rates are kept low and flot allowed to 

adjust, reai interest rates aun negative. [Giilis, Perkins 19961. Even if positive, real 

rates of interest set below the oppominity cost of capital discourage the public from 

saving in the fonn of domestic fhncial assets. In transitionai economies. rates of 

inflation are neither low nor stable, since prices are undergoing an adjusanent process 

to the new market environment. Red rates of interest often become negative and the 

supply of loanable hnds is limited, since the public refrains from saving in the form of 

financial assets. Indeed, savers often look for better oppominities abroad, inducing 

capital flight. This is ody tme to the eetent that saviogs are mobilized by way of the 

interest rate paid on deposits. It must be noted that in formerly plaawd economies. 

savings were mobilized by force through the elimination of al1 other alternatives. Goods 

were in shortage and no fuüucial assets other than bank savings accounts existed. 

Investment abroad was not allowed. Oniy in the beginning of the transformation 

process did people start withdrawing their savings from banks in order to invest 
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elsewhere or because they lacked confidence in the banking sysrem. At this point rates 

of interest became imponant as an incentive to Save. 

On the other haad, to the extent that investment depends on rates of interest also 

during the transformation, the demand for loanabie fuods hcreases when real rates are 

low. This reinforces the shortage of capital. Not al1 investors, who would have been 

able to obtain credit for their investment if the market was free. are able to when the 

market is repressed. Though some are able to finance their invesunent inteniaily and 

some may obtain credit from irironnal financial markets, many marginal investment 

projects wül simply not be undertaken. Thus investment falls, paRicularly marginal. 

high risk, high yield long term invesmient, which is often sorely needed in the 

economy. Official credit has to be rationed, and selection is often made on criteria 

other than optimal eficiency of investment. Credit is often extended to priority sectors 

of the economy, whose growth the govenunent deems sociaily desirable. 

Administrative rationing of credit also creates the opportunity for fraud and 

favouritism. It is believed that administrative rationing of credit does not lead to as high 

a degree of efficiency in investment as would market allocation of credit. This implies 

that rates of growth in output of a fînancially repressed economy could be higher than 

they ofien are. meier, 19951 

It is "the combination of rigid ceilings on nominal interest rates and inflation 

that impedes financial development and ultimately retards income growth". [Gillis. 



Perkins 199q 

Since financial repression retards economic growth. McKianon and Shaw 

suggest removing factors which are nIiaocially repressing the economy . The solution is 

fiaancial Liberalization, where the governwnt steps back and ailows market forces to 

set interest rates at a cornpetitive market clearing level. Financiai Liberalization is pan 

of what is ofien referred to as financiai deepening, and its objectives are to: 

- mobiiize a larger volume of financiai savings in the economy (increasing savings to 

GDP ratio) , 

- enhance the accessibility of savings to di types of investoa, 

- secure a more efficient allocation of investment thmughout the economy, 

- permit the fuiancial process to mobilize and allocate savings efficientiy , without 

relying on fiscal policy , inflation or foreign aid. [Giiiis, Perkins 19961 

In other words. fuÿincial liberaiization is said to result in an improvement in the 

performance of ail basic functions of the banking sector in an economy. 

Once interest rate ceiiings are removed, the rate of interest should rise to its market 

equilibrium level. Savings in tinancial form wiii increase, as they are positively related 

to the rate of interest, thereby increasing the supply of loanable funds. Ail investors 

wanting to borrow money at the market rate of interest will be extended credit, and will 



be wiiiing to invest. Overail investment levels will rise and. as a result. the rate of 

growthof output will increase. WcKinwn 1973, Shaw 19731 This. at least. is the 

theory put forward by the advocates of financial Li'beraiiZation. 

1.3. Weaknesses of and antertdinents tojhmciol liberalkation 

When in 1973 McKinnon and Shaw introduced the theory of fuiancial cepression 

to development ecowmics. and suggested financial liberalization to policy makers, 

many followed that advice. Policy makers of the IMF and the Wotld Bank quickly 

adopted the idea of financial liberaiization in their policy design. Many countries. 

primarily in Latin America and Southem Asia. decided to liberalize their baaking 

sectors. The results of fiaanciai libetalization policies have been mixed. Southern 

Asian counvies have benefited in many respects, in that their banking sectors often 

increased in size and efficiency . Fry, 19951 The expenence with financial 

liberalkation of Latin Ameriçan countries on the other hand has been quite 

disappointing. As nominal interest rates were allowed to rise, rates of inflation 

suddenly decreased. leading to extmnely high real rates of interest. The latter are just 

as undesirable as negative real interest rates, since they cause distress among 

borrowers. Domestic firÿupciai sectors faced a large number of baokniptcies. The 

govemment had to intervene and many private institutions were nationalized. The 

expected increase in domestic savings did not occur. On the contrary, savings generally 

declined, even though interest rates rose to very high levels. Nonetheless foreign 
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savings did rise, conm'buting to the debt crisis of the 1980's. Those Latin American 

countries that underwent financial lr'beraiization did not see the desired increases in 

capital accwnulation and output. miaz-Alejandro 198q 

The experimentation with hancial liber alkation in developing counmes s howed 

that the policy cannot be prescribed as an across the board solution. General economic 

conditions, as well as the sequencing of reform seemed to have made a great difference 

in the performance of the banking sector after fiaancial liberalization. 

Poor acaial results led to ameridments to the theory by McKinnon hirnseff, as 

weii as to theoretical critique fiom others. McKinaon explained that financial 

liberalization, as had been implemented in Latin Amerka, was too abrupt. He revised 

the theory to Say fiatiy that the fuiancial system cannot be viewed as a separate entity, 

but rather as integrated into the whole economy . Since financial markets by their unique 

nature adjust much quicker tbaa do goods or labour markets, the former's liberalization 

must be paced in accordance to the speed of adjustment of the latter two. Secondly, 

since any policy c m  work only in the appropriate environment. financial 1 iberalization 

can be successful oniy if seen as a credible and consistent policy. Actors in the 

economy cannot suspect a change or reversal thereof, or else they will fail to respond to 

the new market signals as they should accordhg to neoclassical theory. 

T'us the cornments brought fonh by McKinnon, a representative of the 
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aeocfassical school of thought, addressed factors that may have been a hindraace to the 

success of financiai liberalization plicy. No question was raised as to the 

appropriateness of the goal of the policy, which is to completeiy remove government 

regulatioa fiom the fuianciai sector, but some critique seems in place. Firstly, fuïucial 

markets, even though they adjust quickiy, are not perfect. panicularly in the sphere of 

information. Sequencing liberalization policy rnay not be enough, some more 

fuadamental changes may have to be made. Secondly, McKinnon would argue that CO 

have more credibility, economic policy must be founded on neoclassical theory, since 

in his view, it is only this approach to theory that cm achieve the desired results. In 

other words, McKinnon does not seem to be open to alternative suggestions. [Grabel 

19941 

Another perspective Born which fuianciai Liberalkation is criticized is the 

neostructuralist school. The basic assumption underlying this critique is the existence of 

financial curb markets alongside formai markets in a financially repressed economy. 

Curb markets, as they operate outside the formai market, do not face reserve 

requirements and other regulations. Thus, it is believed that curb markets are more 

efficient in the creaùon of loans. When savers shift assets from the curb market to the 

formai market, as a result of fioancial liberaiization, the supply of loanable fuads 

acnially decreases, as formal financial institutions face reserve requirements. The 

desired effec t of fuüuiciai liberalization, an increase in overall investment financing , 

does not necessarily take place. 



Where this observation may undoubtedly be correct, the neostructuralist critique 

does not. however, provide an alternative solution to a freely operathg fmcia l  

market, and therefore does not offer much help to the policy maker. [Grabel 19941- 

Aside from theoretical shortcomings, we must also consider the practical side of 

financial liberalkation. Governments may choose to repress the financial sector because 

this practice is of benefit to them. Govermnents in many countries are net debtors. 

They run a sustained deficit in order to meet their social obligations. When 

expenditures are high, but revenues low, governments often resort to what is called 

"infîationary revenues" or "Mationary taxn. New money is printed to pay for 

expenditures. This creates inflation. infiation reduces the size of the government deficit. 

as it sh ib  weaith fkom debtors (govemment) to creditors (public). Inflationary taxation 

as a policy works only if the nominal rate of interest is not allowed CO change. By 

repressing the financial system, the government is able to keep the lid on the nominal 

rate of interest, thereby ensuring easy revenue for itself. 

An alternative strategy of the government to raise fùnds can be the governent 

trying to make the holding of pnvate debt less attractive to lenders, by keeping interest 

rates paid on private debt low. Lendea wül then choose to hold public debt in the form 

of government bonds, shce these do not face interest rate restrictions and thus pay a 

higher yield. In this way governments ensure that available funds from domestic 



financiai savings are channelled to them and not the private sector. 

Furthemore, repression aliows the governent to control the direction of credit 

and subsidization of the public sector, even if the latter does not offer most efficient 

investment opporttinities . moubini, Sala-LM- 19921 and [Bencivenga, Smith 

19921. Goveramena subsidize investment in priority sectors of their economy, or even 

direct credit to those sectors, which rnay be believed to be socially more desirable than 

other, private sector investment. For these reasons govemments may be reluctant to 

implement financial liberalization. 

The debate over the appropriate extent and sequence of financial liberalization is 

far from finished. Nonetheless, development of an effective financial system is 

propagated by policy rnakers, as it is believed that a financial system has the ability to 

increase eficiency. More efficiency contributes to development and growrh. The 

World Bank, one of the world's biggest policy designers, stresses the importance of 

the finaocid system in successful economic development in the WorldDevelopment 

Report of 1989. 

It is not only m e  that financial liberalization or any other financial sector policy 

must take place within the context of the rest of the economy. it must also be 
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recognized that such policy cannot be iimited to the removal of government 

intervention. It is important to recognize the problems that financial institutions may be 

faced with during the process of li'betalizatioa It is hard to speak of a repressed 

financial market in Eastern Europe, since a "market" did not really exist. We canwt 

assume that market forces wiU kick in as smn as distorthg govemment intervention is 

elimin=ited, as neoclassical theory predicts. There do not exist repressed banks just 

waiting to be allowed to f d y  operate according to the laws of the free market. In 

formerly central1 y planned economies finaocid markets are not develom,  but rather 

~ v o l v i ~ .  Any policy aimed at a creation of freely operating financial markets must not 

overlook the problems of financiai institutions inhented from the pst .  

" Improvedflnanciai iniennediizîïon involves more (han just the removal 

of dkcrimmrnatory rmres and imerest rate diitornrnonr. Finf. macroeconomic 

stobiliry is essential. Second, a sound regularoryj?amework and Gecfive 

bank supervision are imperatïve. Third, some inrntufional re fom are 

urge* needed .., " [Fry. 1995/ 

In the case of reforming the banking systems of formeriy socialist economies 

several measures must be taken aside fiom the removal of interest rate setting by the 

government. Free market behaviour, particularly corn the institutional point of view, 

does not corne naturally, but rather mu t  be learned over time and conditions must be 
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ripe. As the funcuons and objectives of the banking sector change, old behaviour must 

be teplaced by new behaviour. This entails much more than the removal of 

administrative interest rate c e h g s  . 

Fhtly , old problems, to be discussed below, which have corne to light during 

the transition must be resolved, as they prevent banks from becoming cornpetitive free 

market institutions. Secondly , an environment must be created which enables banks to 

operate under fiee market conditions effectively. Thirdly, the Central Banks must be 

reorganized in order to be able to perform a i i  functions of a cenaal bank in a capitalist 

economy. And founhly, governments must commit themselves to bank reform policy 

and not engage in any activity which might conflict with policy objectives. 

2. The need for financial cestructuring 

In a market based economic system, the fuiancial sector has to perfonn several 

important functions. Because the majorïty of financial institutions in Poland are banks. 

they must be restructured so as to be able to execute these hinctions. Banks must be 

able to collect newly generated and voluntary savings and to allofate them towards 

various uses on the basis of risk r e m  criteria. Savings must be voluntary as opposed 

to forced. which was predominant in the former economic system. Banks must also be 

able to monitor and control the existing stock of savings and to implement sanctions 

whenever risk-return criteria are not met. The third main task of banks is to manage a 



market oriented ciearuig and payment setîlement system. [OECD. 19921 

In a microecowmic serise. banlrs mut effectively intermediate W s  ktween 

savers and invutors. From the macrwconomic point of view, banks must channel 

savings in such a way that a i l  resources in the economy are used eficiently. 

An efficient banking system in the economy in transition is necessary in order to 

provide enterprises with a source of extemal fun&. During the transition process, 

banks must not only rnobiiize savings and channel them to the most productive uses, 

and provide payment services, they must also make available a large amount of capital 

to the private sector which may be used for the acquisition of state owned fums. After 

state owned enterprises are pnvatized, banks must be available to aid with the 

restructuring of enterprises. For lack of other financial institutious, it may have to be 

banks which piay the role of corporate governance. Banks may have to be prepared to 

impose tinancial discipline on their borrowers, the enterprises. [OECD, 19941 



3. Obstacles in the Way of Restruduring 

3.1. Banks 

Due to the deterioration of enterprises' financial situations and thus the banks ' 

porefolios, banks in Poland, and other fonnerly plaoned economies were faced with the 

problem of capital inadequacy. An adequate capitalkation as specified by the BIS Base1 

Guidelines for Prudentid Regulation should be 8% of equity to asseu ratio [Abel, 

Bonin, Siklos. 19941. Old state owned banks are generally undercapitalized, sorne 

newly created small private banks are financially viable. [Borish. Long, Noel, 19941 

Aithough many new smaii commercial banks were created in Poland. and thus 

the degree of competition in the banking sector may be stronger than in many other 

transition economies, effeaive competition between banks is still weaker than it could 

be. Newly created banks are essentially much too small to rival the large state owned 

banks. A lack of competition prevaüed in Poland because banks were organized on a 

regional basis, and thus had to interact relatively linle with each other. There also exists 

very little competition from non-bank financial intermediaries. 
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The consequence of insuffcient cornpetition is that the development of the 

banking system is impeded. Fikstiy, banks have Little incentive to improve the efficiency 

of their operations or increase the range of services they offer. Secondly, banks may 

create excessive spreads between deposit and loan rates, which would be quite 

discouraging to capital invesmient. High spreads are ofien a sign of monopoly power. 

And thirdly , the shallowness of the financiai market could stand in the way of effective 

monetary policy . 

3.1.3. Lack of Expenence and Staf 

Perhaps one of the most pressing problems in the way of a quick and speedy 

transformation is the fact that people who work in the banking sector and those who are 

meant to use banking services lack knowledge and experience. Underlying al1 aspects of 

the economic refonn is the need to change attitudes and behavioua of al1 agents on the 

economy. This is not an easy task. Those who provide services must leam to follow 

rules of the market, and aiso those who use services must learn to accept the niles of 

the market. It is a long term process. 



3.2.1. Bad Assets fiom the Part 

In the centraiiy planned system, the objective of enterprises was not the 

maximization of profits. but rather the hlfitment of the physicai plan as well as the 

provision of employment. During the early stages of the transition period it became 

clear that many of the old state omed enterprises were not profitable and in terms of 

market standards essentiaily bankmpt. The monobank of the former system did not 

make its decisions about lending to those enterprises on the basis of profitability and 

risk r e m .  but rather extended credit as was required by the enterprises to fiilfil their 

objectives. 

The division of banks into commercial banks and a central bank revealed that 

many loans extended to the enterprises during the planning period were non 

performing. The Dine newly forrned commercial banks thus inhented a stock of bad 

assets from the previous system. It is worth emphasizing that at the time of the planned 

economy these loans were w t  classified as "bad" . Banks at the time were not closing 

their eyes to the unprofitability of enterprises, but the laîter was simply not a criterion 

for lending decisions. Thus in the case of inherited non performing loans. one cannot 

maker assertions about the state of the macro economy. Whereas often bad loans are a 

consequence of unsus tainable expansionary policies, tenns of trade s hocks . technical 



failures of bank management. over extension of credit or poor risk assessment, 

supewisory failure or fraud [OECD, 19921, old inherited bad loaris are largely a result 

of the particular fiinctions performed by the former fmncial system. 

3.2.2. Post Refonn Crem-on of Bad Assets 

In the early stages of refonn, the situation of enterprises worsened. If they were 

not already so, rnany enterprises becarne unprofitable and loss making. Several factors 

conmbuted to the deterioration of enterprise performance: 

- collapse of the Soviet Union and with it a coilapse of the CMEA export 

markets, 

- the liberalization of Polish foreign trade in 1989, which generated strong and 

sudden import cornpetition. A corresponding ùicrease in Polish exports did not 

occur due to the backwardness of many Polish products, 

- the domestic shock therapy which attempted to keep real interest rates positive 

increased the cost of servicing debt for enterprises, 

- the reduction and often elimination of goverment subsidies, on which 

enterprises had learned to rely . [Pawlowicz, 19941, Dittus, 19941 

The poor situation of enterprises greatly influenced the balance sheeu of the 

banks. The above mentioned factors led to enterprises king  unable to service their 

debts with the banking sector. Banks then found themselves with an even greater 
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number of non performing loans on the asset side of theu ponfolios. In many case this 

meaat a negative net wonh for the banks. Dittus, 19941 

A negative net worih led banks to less than prudential behaviour. Often the 

incentive existed to invest in high risk projects in order to recover lost worth. Bank 

managers and directors could ais0 engage in activities which may have benefited them. 

but only at the expense of the depositors. [Dimis, 19941 

Also enterprises responded in various ways to their debt overhang. At best. they 

focussed on the debt. often at the expense of giving enough attention to efficient 

production and staying alive in the new market environment. Their old stock of debt 

made it difficult to obtain new hinds for clearly profitable projects. Enterprises also 

often engaged in high risk activities, as they expected to be recapitalized by banks or 

the govemment. Dimis, 19941 

Some state owned enterprises looked to servicing other financial obligations 

f i t ,  such as wage bills or payments to suppliers. They would shply disregard banks. 

State owned enterprises are often strong enough politicaliy that they know they will not 

be liquidated in case of defaulting on theu bank debt. Other state enterprises did not 

survive the harsh conditions of the transition and went out of business. And yet another 

group of enterprises had been privatized. in which case neither the new ownen nor the 

govemment were willing to asassume responsibility for old debt. [Borish. Long, Noel. 



It was often hard for banks to distinguish between good and bad enterprises. 

Firsrly, due to a lack of adequate accounting and auditing standards and persomel 

trained for their enforcement. banks were unable to properly assess credit worthiness. 

Lending to poorly performing enterprises was not stopped as soon as these problerns 

were discovered, because of the lack of information about enterprises' credibility and 

also because of old ties between enterprises and banks. Enterprises expected an 

automatic extension of credit and banks were often prompted by the government to 

continue lending so as not to jeopardize large enterprises, which gave employment to 

many people. 

Secondly, a quickly spreading web of credit extension between enterprises 

(often involuntary) also made it difficult for banks to properly assess enterprise 

viabiiity. Very high interest rates (up to 6046 monthly) at the beginniog of 1990 

resulted in enterprises with large debts becoming insolvent in a short period of t he .  

Banks rolled over debt or added penalty interest. Enterprises fell into a debt trap. 

[Pawlowicz. 19941 They were unable to pay their suppliers, which were other 

enterprises, and interenterprise arrears were developed and spread quickly. [Dimis. 

19941 Interenterprise debt affected also those enterprises which did not fall hto a debt 
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mp. Banks were not capable of determining which enterprise was profitable but victim 

to the i n t e r f i  m a r s  problem, and which enterprise was unprofitable in its basic 

operatiom. 

Wbat is clear is that a deterioration of the financial situation of enterprises led to 

the worsening of bank poMolios. pawlowicz, 19941 The interdependence between 

enterprises created a network of financially fragile entities. A shock to any one 

enterprise could easily spread across al1 enterprises and thus become system wide. The 

fuiancial fiagility dong with a lack of reliable information about enterprises added 

greatiy to the risk, a systemic risk of lending to those enterprises. The result of this was 

that short terni, lower nsk investment was at a l l  times preferred to long term higher 

risk investment, even though the latter may have been socidly more desirable. 

Economic growth was thus impeded by interfim debt and the bad assets of banks and 

the problem had to be addressed as one of the main issues of bank refonn. [Calvo, 

Fraakel, 19911 

3.2.4. Microeconomic Implicatratro~ of Non-Pevonning Lwm 

The inherïted stock of non-performing loans, the newly created non-perfonning 

loans as well as interenterprise debt, are obstacles in the improvement of efficiency of 

the banking sector as well as efficiency in the allocation of credit. Banks are 

preoccupied with the resolution of old problems and with staying afloat and as a result 



often pay insufficient attention to leaming skiils necessary for survival in a market 

environment. 

Furthemore, even if audits and reguiations were prescribed, large state owned 

loss making enterprises as well as banks cannot simply be shut down due to 

inefficiency. Large state owned enterpnses are providea of employment to many 

workers and political pressures prevent the Liquidation of such enterpnses. 

Non-performing loans also pose a problem when it cornes to privatization of 

banks. Banks with uahealthy balance sheets are not very attractive to private owaers. 

The poor state of  banks balance sheets might prompt new private owners. if such are 

found, to quickly liquidate the banks. or to engage in high risk activities. [Caprio. 

Levine. 19941 

3.2.5. Macroeconomic Implications of Non-Peflonning Loam 

The problems of the state owned banks. which are connected to the poor 

situations of state owned enterprises are often believed to be the responsibility of 

goveniment. Pressures exist on the governent to capitaiize state owned banks as well 

as to subsidke state owned enterprises. These distort the proper hinctioning of a market 

signal system. The government may also resort to such measures as printhg new 

money in order to monetize its obligations. This in m m  creates high levels of inflation. 
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If monetkation is decided against, governments may anempt to raise higher 

revenue by iucfeasing taxes. The easiest tax to exnact is a tax on fuÿucial market 

activities. The extraction of tax lowers the ability of the fioancial system to develop 

speedily and efnciently. A ladr of confidence in the banking sector creates uncertainty 

and leads to less productive investment. 

[Caprio, Levine, 19941 

3.3.1. Ikadequate Reguiatory Md Supervisory Structure 

Ln this area, several problems may be identified. Legal and regulatory 

ftameworks are inadequate. Supervisory staff is inexperienced. and institutional 

capacity as well as fuiaocial sector iafiastructure are insufficient. [Borish, Long, Noel. 

1994 

Bank supervision is impeded by severai factors. Reliable information about 

banks' portfolios as well as the financiai situations of theu clients is not available. 

There exists only limited experieae with risk analysis. Generaily, there is a shortage of 

experienced supervisors and auditors. Tax regimes are not adequare for loan loss 

provisions and prudentid regdations as they exist are not always in Iine with 

international standards. 



3.3.2. Lack of Clearing and Payment Settlement Sysrem 

Even though Poland is among those! formerly planneci economies who have 

made the most progress in the area of clearing and payment settlements. the capability 

of Poüsh b a d s  to process information quickly is still not in line with Western 

standards. An efficient settiement system for payments is beneficial as it lowers the 

required working capital within the banking system, it reduces transaction costs and it 

provides the framework for an active policy of assets and Liabilities management. In 

other words. a well functioning payment settiement system allows for a more eficient 

use of time and resources. 

4. The financial restrueturing of enterprises and cornmerciai banks 

The restrucairing of the banking sector has to be one of the priorities of reform 

for obvious reasons. However, due to the complexities described in the above section, 

restrucniring banks alow wouid be a futile process. Unless enterprises are resuuctured 

aiong with banks. the latter will immediately face the same problems with the former 

and accumulate bad assets again. It is thus Unportant, that banks and enterprises be 

restrucaired at the same time. Furthemore, any existing enterprise ownenhip of banks 

needs to be severed in order to break up ownership and management confîicts and 

eliminate the possibility of enterprises pressuring banks into extendhg loans. [Borish. 

Long, Noel. 19941 
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The restrucnuing of the banking system is crucial, since the major bulk of 

savings of the economy is to be entNSted to it. Furthermore, a sound banking system is 

a basis for the development of any ot&r fiaancial market, for example the securities 

market. A wel1 functioning banluig sector is aiso requued for the development and 

functioning of indirect monetary policy instruments. [OECD. 19921 

Cleaning up the balance sheets of banks also requires a sirnultaneous 

improvement in the information system as well as improvements in the legai system. As 

already said, a clear spacification of property rights must precede any measures to 

retrieve debt fiom enterprises or to change terms of debt in any way. 

4.1. Solving the widercapitacitrrrion problem 

Several approaches can may be followed in order to establish and maintain 

capital adequacy of commercial banks. 

Fimly, troubled banks with p w r  balance sheets rnay simply be liquidated. This 

approach is of course quite costly, and may result in the liquidation of banks which 

could have been restructured and theu viability restored. It is not easy to detennine 

which banks should and which should not be liquidated, since the appropriate 

accounting and auditing procedures do not exist. As well, the rneasurement of the exact 

financial situation of banks is complicated by the fact. that banks may hide their losses. 
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The problem of interenterprise debt, describeci below, adds to the difïiculty of assessing 

the viabiiity of banks. 

A second approach may be termeci "growing into strength". State owned banks 

can be encouraged to build up loan loss reserves, as soon as they c m .  They may do so 

by permitting generous deductions of provisions from profits before m. The drawback 

to this approach is that it may encourage f h c i a l l y  weak banks to take excessive risk. 

Since the capital position of banks in Poland was stronger at the omet of reforms 

relatively to that of banks in for example Huagary or the Czech and Slovak Republics. 

Poland may chose this option of recapitaliilation, since it is not very strenuous on the 

state budget. 

A third option is that banks sirnply be recapitaiized. Banks may be injected with 

a capital gram from the state budget, with the restriction that this be a one tirne 

recapitalization and not to be counted on by banks in the future. The purpose of 

recapitalization is to restore banks' solvency and to create conditions for cornpetition 

and viabiiity . Thus, recapitalization should be accompanied by changes in the banks ' 

incentive structures, in order to prevent moral hazard, as well as a recurrence of the 

problem. The advanmges of recapitalization are that it decreases the risk of banks 

rolling over debt a d o r  capitaiizing interest (where the amount of interest payments 

due are turned into part of the principal). Also, excess risk taking by banks is reduced, 

provided that it is clear that recapitalization is a one time deal. Furthermore, 



recapitakation, uniike liquidation, aiiows stability in the banking system to be 

preserved during the period of transition. Overall. recapitaiization should lead to 

improved allocation and management of financial resources. [Borish, Long. Noel, 

19951 

Some disadvantages to recapitaiization include the high fiscal cost, the failure to 

liquidate those banks that reaily should be wound up, as well as the fact that 

inexperienced goveniment involvement in the banking sector is increased. [Borish, 

Long, Noel] 

In extension to the above, banks and borrowers, in this case large state owned 

enterprises may be restructured sirnuitaneously, in order to ensure that recapitalization 

never be needed again. [OECD, 19921 A restructuring of the balance sheeu of banks 

will be discussed later in greater detail. 

4.2. Solving the Problem of lnsu@icient Cornpetition 

To stimulate competition in the banking sector, other problernatic areas must be 

addressed. It is important to develop a regulatory and legal framework. which will 

allow banks to h o w  their lîmits and rights and provide some incentive to change scope 

of operatious. Also, a decrease in the barriers to entry into the market could prove 

beneficial in terms of increasing competition. What is furthemore crucial is tmined and 
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experienced persomel, with the ability to improve a bankrs operations and increase the 

range of services offered, as weli as linanciai resources to hud nich changes. Thus 

solving problems of undercapitalization, lack of experienced staff and the lack of a legal 

ami regulatory framework should take care of the problem of insufficient cornpetition. 

4.3. Solving the problem of insumcient experience 

Rudka suggests that a two track training system should be implemented. It 

separates most urgent training Erom more comprehensive training. Most urgent skills 

can be taught in a summary training program, and a more comprehensive approach can 

be followed in a model training program. The summary training program should take 

around two weeks, whereas the model training program should be a full university 

course focussing on monetary problems and market economy systerns in general. 

[Rudka, 19911 

Whatever approach, teaching appropriate skills to staff is of great importance in 

attempting to solve the problem under discussion. Thus much attention should be 

devoted to the education of the banking sector personnel. The t h e  it requires to learn 

skills and to change behaviour is one of the main reasons why removing of govemment 

intervention in the banking system will not inmiediately result in a system of 

cornpetitive market oriented banking institutions. 



4.4. Solving the bad debt pmblem 

A main objective of banks and enterprise restrucbg is to firstly clear al1 

problem loans and bad assets which banks already have on theu balance sheets. 

Secondly, it is important that doubtfùl or unrecoverable loans be minimized in the 

fiiture. This can only happen if banks adopt proper risk assessrnent procedures in order 

to detennine their clients' credit worthiness, and if enterprises become soivent, such 

that they no Longer have the need to take ioans which they cannot service. Al1 this 

should be accomplished with as linle cost to the budget as possible. It is also important 

to create the appropriate incentive structure, and not allow either banks or enterprises to 

expect to be bailed out in the future. [Calvo, Frankel, 19911 

4.4.1. Debt Cmcellation 

Several options exist with respect to taking care of banks balance sheets. 

Doubtful and unrecoverable loans cm fÿstly be cancelled. A cancellation of the debt 

can easily create a moral hazard problem, where enterprises corne to believe that debt is 

cancellable and expect future debt to be forgiven. as well. Thus it must always be 

stressed that a debt cancellation is a one time deal and not to be counted on in the 

future. Furthemore. debt forgiveness may d u c e  the avaiiability of capital to al1 firms. 

including creditor firms. as banks net assets will decline. Some of those enterprises may 

well be efficient and in need of working capital. [Calvo, Frankel. 199 11 Therefore debt 



canceîiation should be a purely bwkkeeping procedure. 

4.4.2- Debt Socializaton 

Another possible approach to the bad debt problem is the socialization of debt. 

In a sense. debt is swapped for debt. CIaims wbich are held against enterprises by other 

enterprises as well as banks are exchanged for Treasury bills or other government 

secunties. This allows a recapitaiization of banlrs, who now hold govermuent 

obligations in place of non performing loans on the asset side of their portfolios. Calvo 

and Frankel believe this to be a reasonable approach, since non performing loans, 

especiaily those made prior to economic reforms, were extended by state banks to state 

enterprises at the disposal of the governent and in place of goverment subsidies. 

Thus these loans are obligations of the government and should be taken care of by the 

government. [Calvo, Frankel, 19911 

4.4.3. Special Reserve Fund 

Abel. Bonin and Sikios suggest another option for the cleaning up of balance 

sheets. They suggest that banks should deposit al1 tax fueds, which would be paid to the 

government into a specially created reserve fund. This fund would be held against non 

performing Loans, and could be held in the fom of govemment subsidies. Mer several 

years banks should accumulate enough fùnds to recapitalize bad loans . At the same 
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tirne, a disincentive or penalty smcaire should be ïmposed on banks to prevent them 

from extendhg any more non performing loans. [Abel, Bonin, Siklos, 19941 

4.4.4. Work-Out Units 

A more comprehensive approach is the establishment of work-out unirs within 

bankF. These concentrate their efforts on the recovery of problem loans. The definite 

advantage to this approach is that banks are forced to develop banking expertise in 

terms of the appropriate ciassification of loans and acquire skills to evaluate credit risk. 

Thus interna1 bank systems are improved. The obstacles to an effective functioning of 

work-out units is the lack of experience on the pan of banks. Also there are insufficient 

legal and regulatory nomis for an efficient recovery of loans and as stated above, often 

local pressures exist for banks to roll over debts of politically important enterprises. 

Porish, Long, Noel, 19941 

4.4.5. Good Bank/Bud Bank 

A similar approach allows banks to separate their problem loans fiom their 

balance sheet and pass them on to one bank, created speciaily for that purpose. This 

may be the consolidation bank, a "bad bank", whose task it is to collect problem loans. 

In a sense it becornes a collection agency. 



4.4.6. Debr/Equiiry Swaps 

Debt to equity swaps are also an option when dealing with non-performing loan. 

Banks corne to own parts of the debtor enterprise in exchange for its debr. This gives 

banks greater connol over the operations of the enterprise. thus there is more room for 

corporate governance. However, it also creates an environment in which banks may 

take on higher risk, and in which there is greater chance of corruption and bribery of 

bank managea. [Borish, Long, Noel, 19941 

This approach also mises the question of the desirability of banks king involved in 

enterprise management and in indusmes in which they may have no expertise. 

4.4.7. Bank Res~ructuring cuid Rehabilirmion Agencies (BRA 's) 

Speciai agencies may be created with the objective of restrucmring and 

rehabilitating banks . Thek primary responsibifities include: a) a liquidation of non- 

solvent banks, those who have a negative goodwill in the market, b) a merging of 

viable portions of poorly performing banks with other banks, c) the taking over of 

troubled banks, whose worse debt may be written off and the rest may be merged with 

that of other acquired b a t h .  The advanrage to BRA's is that the banking system is 

reconfigured rather than maintaining its status quo, such that "hopeless" banks are 

elirninatcd. This approach is also quite fast, and thus allows for the development of a 

private banking sector to occur sooner. The problem once again is the lack of 



experienced staff to operate the BRA's. porish. Long, Noel, 19941 

The last option is a case by case restmcturing of debtor enterprises. This is quite 

similar to a work-out unit proposal except that restructuring is organized and conducted 

on an individual basis. Therefore a bank client relationship is reinforced, which allows 

the enterprise to maintain its reputation. At the same time. loans rernain part of the 

banks assets. The approach is w t  always effective as banks are often too lenient. For 

instance they might choose to roll over debts, an approach ofien used in western cases 

of loan resaucturing, while at the same t h e  capitaiizing interest, which has the effect 

of intlating the asset side of banks portfolios. Banks capital liquidity is reduced and 

more viable private borrowers may lose access to credit. Case by case restructwhg 

must be monitored and regulated closely. [Bonsh. Long, Noel, 19941 

4.5. I .  Regulatory and Supervisory Structure 

Training of staff to perforrn audits and to supervise banking activity seerns to 

be one of the most crucial steps to improving regulatory and supervisory suucnire. 

Furthemore. afier the balance sheets of banks have been cleaned up, the monitoring of 
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banks sbouid become much easier, and idormation should be more reliable. The 

introduction of a d e p t e  prudenthi regulation û a legal matter, for which a legai 

framework must be developed. howevet the eaforcement of cules must again lie in the 

hands of supervisory staff. 

The lack of a legal framework is a great obstacle to the cleaning up of banks 

balance sheets. A sound set of property rights must be specified in order to allow the 

banks to put any daims on their debtors. So far the legai rights of creditors and debtors 

are very unclear, and no standard procedure for the improvement in the situation of 

banks and enterprises c m  be set. Some economies do not yet have a clear legai 

separation of central banking, commercial banking and other fuiancial institutions' 

functions . 

Once supervision and regulation are improved, the confidence in the banking 

and the encire financial system should improve. 

4.5.2. Cleuring and Payment Seniement System 

A payments system is weli hioctioning when it exhibits the following attributes: 

acceptabüity . timeliness, and reliability to serve al1 household and enterprise aeeds. As 

well as safety. eficiency and ease of use. [Sato, Humphrey, 19951 
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A payments system which displays inefficiencies in the form of delays in bank 

transiers. verifications or settiements, creates many problems in the banking sector. It 

leads to unnecessary delays in completing transactions. It also puts customer deposits at 

risk as it undermines customer confidence in the banking sector. thereby encouraging 

financial disintermediaiion. Furthemore, it limits business expansion. for simiiar 

reasons. Thus an inefficient payments system poses a critical constraint to the 

development of a modem banking and financial sector. [Bonsh, Long. Noel, 1994. 

Several issues need to be addressed during the transformation process. Sato and 

Humprey Cl9951 believe that these problems need to be solved simultaneously . 

First, the legal structure of the payments system mut  be expanded in order to 

accommodate private ownership and private payments. Second, the tirne sensitivity of 

payments needs to be improved. Processing and sealement of existing paper based 

payments need to be sped up. Eventuaiiy, an electronic payment and communication 

hfkastructure should be developed to facilitate enterprise payments. The degree of 

future atomisation and cenaalization of the banking system should be deermined. 

Thkd. sarne day or next day settlement must be developed and resuicted to enterprise 

and large value internationai payments. Fourth, credit risk assessment must be 

improved. [Sato. Humphrey , l99S]. 

Economies in transformation must make some choices as to the design of their 



payments systems. First. they must decide between a centralized or a decenaalized 

system of savings nipply and payments services. An example of a centralized system is 

the Western Europem post office savings and GIRO system. which contrasis with the 

US decenmiized system. Second, the choice between paper and electronic payments 

must be made. This choice corresponds with the f ist  question, since electronic payment 

s e ~ c e s  are much easier to impiement in a centralized system. Also related is the third 

question, whether non bank cornpetition in supplying payrnent services should be 

aiiowed, for instance fiom the post office. The fourth choice is in the spiitting up of 

payment system tasks between commercial banks and the central bank. These include 

user interface, clearing, sealement and regulation. In principle, al1 functions can be 

performed by either the central bank or commercial banks. In practice however, the 

most common distribution of duties is that the commercial banks focus on the user 

interface fùnction as weU as the transformation of information needed to process, ciear 

and account for payments. Central Banks generally take care of fuial settiements of 

interbank payments as weli as the majority of the regdatory function. This division 

seems appropriate, since Central Banks generally lack profit incentiveand should be 

limited to providing settlements. Commercial banks or other private institutions on the 

other hand have profit incentive and can take care of clearing and processing. [Sato, 

Humphrey, 19951. This is also the usual division of labour in industrialized countries 

A more complete list of issues which need to be addressed and choices which 

have to be made in the transformation of the payments system may be found in 



5. Financial Assistance 

The road to enforcement of firiancial discipline in enterprises by banks is longer 

than envisioned earlier. Banks balance sheets must be rehabilitated and adequate skills 

must be developed by banks More they cm supervise and ennire appropriate financial 

behaviour of enterprises. [Schroeder, 19951 

Tûe speed with which banks can clean up their balance sheeu depends primarily 

on the pace a& which bad debts are written off and banks are privatized. as well as the 

proper irnplementation of bankniptcy laws. Since the finaacial resources of banks in 

transition are not sufficient to fued the above mentioned process, fiaancial assistance 

from the state, foreign govermnents and international institutions is crucial. [Schroeder, 

19951. 

6. Macroeconomic Stability 

Aside from the intemai restrucairing of banking institutions and the 

improvement of their f i c i a l  situation, it is aiso important to create an economic 

environment which will facilitate the efficient operation of the banking system. A stable 

microeconomic environment must be a key policy objective if newly restructured and 
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privatized banks and enterprises are to fuMion effectiveiy. A stabie macrwconomic 

enviromnent would include a low aod stable rate of inflation. positive real rates of 

interest and equiiibrium levels of reai exchange rates. A stable macroeconomic 

environment is crucial as it would substantialiy reduce risk and uncertainty, decrease 

the prevaüing asymrnetry of information, lower transaction cosa as well as increase 

overall confidence in the emerging financial system. 

At the same the, a non inflationary rate of economic growth requues that the 

banking system function effectively. Thus there exists an interdependence between the 

siability of the banking system, and the stability of macroeconomic performance. 

The Iink between the banking sector and the macro economy is the Centrai 

Bank. The Central Bank regulates and supervises the financial sector. and at the same 

Ume is in charge of designing and implementing policies aimed at macroeconomic 

stability. It is therefore to the consideration of issues involved in creating an effective 

central bank tint we now tum. 

B. The Central Bank 

Although the general trend around the world is to privatize industry and services 

and fiee <hem of all intervention such that they may operate accorduig to market forces. 

the banking sector is viewed in a slightly different light. Some regulation of the banking 
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sector is considered necessary in order to guarantee the safety and soundness of the 

banking s y s m  as weli as to provide an institutional structure for macroeconornic 

rnonetary policy . Wdell, Wachtel, 19941. Many aspects of this structure can be, and in 

developed economies most often are, perforrned by the central bank. This section will 

examine the extent to which a central bank should be involved in the regulation of the 

banking system and what that means for economies in transition. 

1. Safety and Soundness Regdatory Structure 

As mentioned above, the banking systems in fomerly planned economies lack a 

weli fuactioning safety and soundness regulatory structure. Four facets of the structure 

include : 

a) development of the payments system 

b) bank examination and adequacy regulation 

c) deposit insurance 

d) lender of last resort facility 

AU of these fwictions can be performed by the Centrai Bank, some may be performed 

b y private institutions. 

As already discussed, the development of a speedy and safe payments system is 

crucial in the fonnerly planned ecowmy. Quite often, interbank credits and debits are 

cleared through their accounts held at the centrai bank. In this case the central bank has 
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the responsibility of ensuring safe and sound banking procedures. The function of 

clearing payments may also be adopted by a private clearing house, in which case al1 

mernbers are jointly responsible for the actions of the entue system. This may require 

more experience than is available to b& in transformation. 

To make its role of ensuring safety and soUnnness, the central bank may restrict access 

to the payments system to only those banks and other fuiancial institutions which 

comply with safety and soundness regulatiom. wdeli, Wachtel, 19941 

To ennire the safety of the entire banking system it is also important to examine 

individual banks and to ensure that they have adequate capital to meet requuements. 

Once banks have more or less healthy balance sheets, capital adequacy regulations can 

be imposed and enforced through bank examination. In formerly planned economies, it 

is important to restructure ba.& balance sheets and bring them up to par prior to 

imposing capital adequacy regulations. WdeU, Wachtel, 19941. Various approaches to 

the restructuring of banks balance sheets have k e n  descnbed 

Another approach to making the banking system safer 

deposit insurance. Deposit iasuraoce may be provided by the 

is the establishment of 

goveniment, where al1 

deposits have an Unplkit government guarantee, such that the government ultimately 

bars al1 risk. The second option is to create a private institution which would provide 

innirance on a system of risk pncing, and in the end assume al1 risk. Pricing risk 

accurately may be dificult in formerly planned economies. since information may not 
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aïways be avaiiable. In any case, deposit insurance is important to establish a wstuig 

relationship between borrowers and lenders. It makes it easier for banks to attract 

deposits and naosfer them to viable borrowers. wdell, Wachtel. 19941 

In terms of its safety and soundness regulatory h t i o n ,  the central bank should 

also act as a lender of last resort to the banking system. This is meant to provide 

liquidity to those banks and other thanciai institution who suffer from temporary 

illiquidity problems, but are not insolvent. The distinction is not easy, and ofien the 

lender of 1st reson facility is mhsed. The result is that banks who are no longer 

viable are sustained longer than they should, and furthemore, the control over 

monetary expansion is lost. mdell, Wachtel, 19941 Thus the lender of last resort 

facility musc have experienced staff who will be able to distinguish between illiquid and 

insolvent banks as far as possible, and who will keep the lid on excessive monetary 

expansion. Once again, to train such staff and to enforce al1 regulations takes time and 

cannot happen ovemight. 

2. Credit Policy 

According to Udeîl and Wachtel [1994], it is inevitable to have some 

govemment involvement in credit allocation in the economy in transformation. The 

question then is. to what degree govermnents should have control over the pricing and 

allocation of credit. Extensive controls may impede the development of the banking 



system in that they create too large distonions and encourage disintermediation. The 

extreme case is of course a cennally planaed econorny, in which banks have no role 

other than channel hinds to designateci areas. This is what economies in transition try to 

move away eom. 

A middle ground between no govement intervention and excessive 

intervention is the estabtishrnent of a development bank or an Ïnvestment bank, who is 

responsible for cornpeutive docation of capital, usuaily fo reign capital mdell. 

Wachtel, 19941. There is some room for selation criteria other than competitive 

market forces and thus some control over the direction of the economy. This does not 

solve the problem of excessive govement intervention, since such institutions can 

easily be corrupted by politics. 

It would seem that fkee competitive credit markets are a feasible long term goal 

toward which economies in transition should be moving. Although at i h i s  point in tirne 

the experience and training rnay not exist, both may be acquired over the. It is not 

clear. why some degree of government involvement should be inevitable. 

Udell and Wachtel believe that the choice of monetary policy goals is 

smightforward and should include prïce stability and real growth. Also the instruments 
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used shouid consist of the conventional interest rates, exchange rates and monetary 

aggregates or any combination thereof. These may be used through direct convoi in 

the form of credit or interest rate ceilings, or thrwgh open market operatiom. The 

main concem in economies in transformation is the degree of independence of the 

central bank, which determines its strength and ability to follow its objectives. A 

discussion of central bank independence will follow shortiy. 

A choice of insauments of monetary policy which affect interest rates and bank 

liquidity includes centrai bank lending or discounting to commercial banks, open 

market operations on the primary and open market operations on the secondary market 

for government securities. According to Udell and Wachtel, the optimal monetary 

policy instrument are open market operations using the secondary market for 

government securities. The reasons are that open rnarket operations are free fiom 

pressure to lend to banks, as happens with centrai bank lending or discounting. The 

instrument is also fiee from pressure to finance the goverment deficit, as would 

happen if the primary market for governent securities was used. Therefore open 

market operations do not lead to extensive monetary growth. This choica of mowtary 

instrument also encourages the development of an interbank money market and a 

secondary market for govermnent securities. 

Other options of monetary policy include ceilings on interest rate and credit 

availability. Those of course fa11 under the category of financial repression and are not 



4. Central Bank Independence 

The notion of independence or autonorny of the central bank from the 

government and from the f i c i a i  sector has been a controversial issue for several 

decades. There is debate about the definition of central bank independence as well as 

the desired degree thereot 

Fust, it is important to explore what is meant by centrai bank independence. 

There may exist three types of independence. 1. A central bank can be politically 

independent. This implies that the central bank is fiee to choose its policy goal and 

pursue it without having to obtain permission. 2. A centrai bank c m  be econoinicaily 

independent, in which case it may decide on the policy instrument to use in order to 

achieve a goal. Political and economic independence have been found to be positively 

correlated. Politicai independence depends on who nins the government and who runs 

the centrai bank. The degree of economic independence is determined by how much 

control the government has over financial decision. such as the amount of credit 

extendeci or the rate of interest. 3. The thud type of independence is legal. It may be 

measured using regulations specified in a central bank charter, or any other document 

which specifies for instance the tenn of office of central bank oficials or procedures to 

be followed. (Wojtyna, 19941 
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There also should prevail an independeire of the central bank fiom the fuiancial sector. 

where the central banks lender of last resort facility camot be ovewed as a result of 

commercial banks influence on cental bank activity. [Udell, Wachtel, 19941 

4.1. Central Bank Independence in Economic ZReory 

Mainsueam ecowmic theory gives Little attention to institutionai or structural 

factors or political problems which may be important in the resuuc tu~g  of the banking 

system in a transitionai economy. Mainsmeam theory does however point out two 

problems which may be of interest. Fintly it directs attention to the problem of 

reputation and credibüity of any policy making body, and thus also a cenaal bank. 

Secondly, it points out the pmblem of tirne inconsistency in policy making, where the 

optimal policy to be foliowed at on time rnay dBer from the optimal policy option at a 

later time. 

In order to increase credibility it is suggested that the policy maker may chose 

one of three options. She may either " tie her bands" through legislation. which will not 

aiiow policy direction to change at the policy makers discretion. She may also increase 

the cl- of regulations which govern the policy makers' actions, so as to decrease the 

asymmetry of information. The third option is simply to build reputation and credibility 

through good behaviour over tirne. [7Kojtyna, 19941 



4.2. Gume Theory ~d CenlrrJ BMk Independeonce 

A game theoreticai approach has often ken used to explore some of the issues 

surrounding central bank autonomy. 

Fimly, policy making can be thought of as a game between two playea, the centrai 

bank and society. The central bank has two opaons, to either aim for low inflation or 

high inflation. Society may expect either low or high inflation. Thus there are four 

outcomes, low or high inflation with the correct or the incorrect expectations. The 

outcome tum out to be least sociaiiy desirable, when there is no coordination between 

central bank actions and society's expectations. It then follows that it is important that 

the central bank communicate its intentions clearly. mojtyna. 1994). 

Secondly, the game can be thought of as taking plays between the central bank 

and the govement, which may either cooperate with one another. or not. If there is 

no cooperation, the result is a Nash equilibrium, in which neither side cm improve 

their situation on their own. The other result may be a so called Stackelberg game, 

where each side tries to make the other give in and make the fint move, leading to a try 

of powers between the centrai bank and the govemment. a game of chicken. Whoever 

gives up first, the confidence in the system is undennhed by playing the game and 

infiationary expectations increase. wojtyna, 19941 Again this points to the notion. that 

cooperation between the central bank and the governent is desirable. 



4.3. ûther approacbes to Cenlml &uin Independence 

A quite pessimbtic view of cemal bank autonomy cornes €tom Sargent and 

Wallace, who cail the interaction between govemmeot and centrai bank an "unniendly 

monetary arithmetic". They believe that the government can have such a budget deficit 

policy that even a resmctive monetary policy will not prevent high inflation. If the 

government decides to levy an inflation tax, the central bank will not be able to fulfil its 

obligations of stopping inflation, no matter how independent it is. Thus the central bank 

has no power. anyway. pojtyna, 19941 

It is also often pointed out, that there exisu a made off between central bank 

credibility and flexibility. If an autonomous central bank is committed to an anti- 

intlationary policy, then it no longer has the flexibility to respond to extemal economic 

shocks at its discretion. Thus price stability may be a trade off for real stability . This of 

course depends on the ability of monetary policy to influence real phenornena. 

4.4. Centrai Bank Independence in the Ecunomy in Transirion 

The questions remain, whether the centrai bank in a transitional economy should 

be independent, to what degree it should be independent and whac position it should 

strive toward in the future. 



The centrai bank cannot be rnisted to know exactiy what to do and when. 

Centrai bank sta f f  must be trained much iike any other staff. The ability to conduct 

monetary policy weU cornes with experience. which former monobanks do not have. It 

is not naturai for a central bank to behave in any predictable or preconceived way, it 

mut  learn to take appropriate action in any given circumstance. 

The central bank should not necessarily be independent of government and of 

the banking system in the prowss of transformation. Since structural change is taking 

place, al1 policy makers and other actors must coordinate their plans in order to develop 

one struchually sound system. For that reason. the cenuai bank as well as the 

govermnent should communicate not only with each other, but also with those who 

have experience. For instance the central banks of other countries. or internationai 

institutions. This is not to say that the central bank or the government should avoid 

responsibility for decision making in their own economy, rather that they would be well 

advised to listen to and take into account suggestions of those with more experience. 





THE REFORM PROGRAM IN POLAND 

A. BGNKS AND ENTERPRISES 

1. Genenl Economic Reforms in the Eariy Stages 

niroughout the 1980's it was becoming clear that the banking system required 

reforms. in 1989 the Solidarïty Workers' Union was elected leader of the govenment and 

introduced a radical program of economic stabilization and reconstruction for the whole 

of the economy. 

Transformations started with a stabilization programme agreed upon with the W. The 

programme included tight fiscal and monetary policy and the maintainhg of a positive 

red rate of interest with the main goal king the containment of hyperinflation. This 

shock treatment of the economy, designed to stabilize the economy while at the same 

t h e  pushing the economy towards transformation, was introduced in January 1990 under 

the name of "Balcerowicz Plan", or "Balcerowicz Programme" (&er the Finance Minister 

Leszek Balcerowicz). I t was implemented under the neoliberai government of Prime 

Ministet Tadeusz Mazowiecki. The programme was aimed at the Polish economy's most 

predominant problems: 

- hyperinflation, 



- shortages Ui the supply of goods and services, 

- a high budget deficit, 

- a great loss of value of the zloty, 

- a large foreign debt and 

- low economic efficiency in production. 

The most important measures of the Bdcerowicz Programme included the 

liberdization of ptices, the iiberalization of foreign trade, the introduction of a new. and 

undervalued exchange rate and the introduction of intemal convenibility of the zloty. The 

attempt to elirninate price and income subsidies and to balance the budget resulted in a 

very restrictive fiscal policy. Also monetary policy was kept tight with the goal of 

curbing the exnemely high rates of inflation. Monetary policy tools used included the 

regdation of the supply of money and rates of interest as well as credit limits. [Adam, 

19941 The effectiveness of the instnunents used of course depended greatly on the 

structure and the proper hctioning of the banking system. 

The Polish govermnent took an active role in setting up a stabilization scheme for 

enterprises, since a stable financial position of enterprises was beneficial to the 

govenunent. Large state owned enterprises were the main source of budgetary revenue, 

and theu stability allowed for a predictable and stable source of budget revenues. 

~oguszewski, Cailno, Prokop, 199 11 
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At this point, reforming the banking system became more urgent than ever. 

Pudka, 199 l] improvement in the capital allocation mechanism was crucial for the 

m e r  deveiopment of the Polish economy. The banking systems role in this mechanism 

was the efficient tramformation of savings into investment [Pawlowicz, 19941 Aside 

from ensuring that savings are gathered and channelled toward the most productive uses, 

a second fiinction of the banking system was also to create a lhk between 

macroeconomic stability and microeconomic financial discipline of banks and 

enterprises. [Schroeder, 19951 

The long range goal of the banking systern reforms in Poland was and stili is to 

create private banks, which will be in competition with each other, have linle bad or 

doubâui debts and have healthy balance sheets. Aiongside cornpetitive banks, a sound 

regdatory structure is envisioned, with some degree of state supervision. [Schroeder. 

19951. 

2. Reforms of Commercial Banks 

L I w  Creuting a muiti-tier baaking system 

The f~st goal in the refonn of the banking system was to create a two tier banking 

system with a fully fledged central bank and a second tier of independent profit onented 

commercial banks. [Rudka, 199 11 
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The establishment of a two tier banking syçtem with an independent centrai bank 

was designed to aid the t d o m a t i o n  of the Polish economy.[Pawlowicz, 19941 The 

main task that was to be accomplished by the division of fùnctions of a centrai bank and 

commercial banks was to deregulate the process of capital distribution in the economy. 

[Schroeder, 1 9951 

Three steps can be identified in the process of creating a multi tiered banking 

system. The f i  entails the division of the monobank into a two tier banking system with 

an independent central bank and market based commercial banks. The second step 

involves the development of cornmerciai banks with greater autonomy to make lendhg 

decisions on the basis of commercial criteria Commercial banks may be either the 

already existing large state owned banks, or newly created smali private banks. The third 

step involves providing the centrai bank with the means to conduct monetary policy and 

supervise banks. These steps are not to be taken in succession. The improvement of the 

commercial banking system and the central bank should take place at the same time. 

The banking system is often thought of as a two tier system, with the central bank 

being the fim tier and commercial banks being the second tier. Commercial banks may 

also be though of as having two separate and quite difEerent categories. In that case the 

second tier includes already existing large state owned banks, and a third tier consists of 

newly created small privately owned banks. wuilinew, 1995al 



Nie state owned banks (treasury commercial banks) were established in A p d  

1988 on a regionai basis and took over the deposit and credit activities of the NBP in 

January 1989, (see appendix 3). Enterprises couid now choose the bank they wanted to 

deal with. I was in 1989, however, tbat officiai large changes in the banking sphere began. 

On January 3 1 of that year a new commercial banking law was htmduced dong with a 

new centrai bank charter. On February 15,1989 new regdations on foreign currency 

came into effect. 

2.2. New commercial banking laws 

The development of the Polish banking system may be divided into three phases. 

A liberalization phase d d g  the year of 1990. A second phase lasting fiom 199 1 - 1993 

during which Fust attempts at bank privatization wete made and which was marked by a 

financial crisis of the banking system. And a third phase. begînning in 1993, when the 

Enterprise and Bank Restmcturing Programme was introduced. 

During the 1990 liberalkation phase, when a two tier banking system was legally 

established, the basis for emergence of new banks was created. The period was 

charactekd by a mong emphasis on the mation of new banks while the issue of 

restmcturing the already existing large state owned banks was put aside. The belief was 

that newly created banks would generate enough cornpetition to force state owned banks 

to adopt competitive market behaviour. Accordingly, licensing policy for new banks was 
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highly liberal and capital requirements were quite low. [ Polanski. 1994 1 This resulted in 

very fast growth of smail b& in Poland. By the end of 1990, one year after the reform. 

75 banks were created, 30 of which were pnvate. ~awlowicz. 19941. The positive 

outcome of such quick liberalbation was a decrease in the high sectord and regional 

segmentation of the banking system as existed before. However, speedy liberalization 

aiso had quite a negative impact on the stability of the financiai system in subsequent 

years. 

As the mushrooming ofnew small baaks did not seem to enhance cornpetition in 

the banking sector, a new approach was adopted. During the 199 1 - 1993 period emphasis 

was shifted frorn the creation of new banks to the restnicnuing of already existing state 

owned banks, as well as their preparation for pnvatization. Licensing requirements were 

tightened, and regulations imposed on banks were made more stringent [Polanski, 19941 

In February 1991 a Polish Development Bank was established to fil1 the gap left 

by the reluctance of baoks to lend to small and medium sized enterprises. The tasks of the 

Development Bank included the b c i n g  of fledging companies. financiai assistance to 

resmicturing state owned enterprises, and the channelling of funds fiom international 

institutions to speciai projects. @MdIinew, 1995al 

Furthemore. the nhe state owned commercial banks were uistructed by the 

Ministry of Finance, their owner, to establish debt work-out departmenu and assign bad 
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debts to them. These departments were to evaiuate al1 delinquent enterprises and classify 

their debts into good, substaadard, doubtfbl and unrecoverable. This classification 

scheme was designed to prevent banks firom coacealing non-performing loans. Banks had 

an incentive not to admit to having problem loans, so as to preserve the trust of their 

clients. Banks were to stop lending to those enterprises with doubtfûl and unrecoverable 

debt. The Ministry of Finance created a monitoring unit to ensure the smooth 

implementation of these measures. 

When problem loans were carried over frorn the previous systern they were easily 

identifiable. due to their low rates of interest or their inconvertibility. It was preferred to 

pass these loans on to special agencies other than baaks themselves. I f  loans were not 

easiiy classified as bad because they were made d e r  the refonn, Poland preferred to 

recapitake banks and allow them to deal with those problem loans themselves. [Dittus. 

19941 in that sense the state took responsibility of those loans which were made as part of 

the requirements of the oid systern. Previously, loans made to state enterprises were in a 

sense loaas to the government or made in place of govemment subsidies and thus it made 

sense that the state rather than banks themselves shouid deal with them. 

Secondly, banks were obliged to provision for non-perfonning loans. They were 

allowed to do so out of pre-tax income. Provisions on digerent classes of loans were 

detennined according to international standards. Thirdly, accounting d e s  and standards 

were tightened in an attempt to move closer to International Accounting Standards (IAS). 



Fourthiy, minimum capital requirements were increased in order to put a stop to the 

creation of a large number of small undercapitalhed banks. FiMy, exposure d e s  were 

introduceà, which would not d o w  banks to hide bankruptcies of their large customers. 

[Dittus, 19951 

These measures, however were not enough to prevent a deep crisis of the Polish 

banking system between 199 1 and 1993. The crisis was a result of several conditions, 

such as a too speedy liberaiization of the banking sector, a slow reform of state owned 

enterprises. initial weaknesses in supervision and a lack of a strategy to clean up banks 

balance sheets and break old ties between state owned banks and state owned enterprises. 

[poianski, 1 9941 

Overall bank lending to enterprises declined during the early 1990's. In 1990, 

Poland, dong with the rest of Eastern Europe, faced a substantial credit crunch. Total 

domestic credit to the non-governent sector fell fiom 44.4 percent of GDP in 1987 to as 

littie as 12.5 percent of GDP in 1990. [Calvo, Kumar, 19931 This rnay be attributed to 

tightened lendiog regdation, but may also have been a result of banks lending more to the 

government. which offered attractive rates on T-bills due to budgetary needs. [Dimis, 

19941 Of course the tinancial situation of banks and the fact that their poor pordolio 

suddenly mattered rnay have simply rendered baaks reluctant to lend to any enterprises at 

dl, since they did not yet posses the ability to distinguish between viable and insolvent 

enterprises. 
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Ln 1992, it became clear that despite ail refomis introduced in the banhg  sector, 

the banking system did not resemble the cornpetitive market clearing system that was 

envisioned Several problems couid still be identified. Fimly, the supply of banking 

services was d l  insufncient as compared to the demand for them, thereby granting banks 

some monopoly power. Secondly, the bankùig services available were stili quite low in 

quaiity and were of little variety. This was primarily due to a lack of experienced staff and 

a poorly developed hfiastmcture. Thirdly, a money market had not yet been developed. 

Fourthly, banks were still fkmcially weak. [Rudka 199 11 

Furthemore, the problem of bad loans and interenterprise debt was not 

disappeating, This was attributable to mainly two rasons. Banks did not wish to expose 

their own insolvency, and thus tried to cover up the extent to which their balance sheets 

were plagued by bad debt They did not enforce strict d e s  on themeives or their clients. 

As well, the bankruptcy of insolvent enterprises, which would have been necessary in 

order to stop the creation of interenterprise debt, was socially undesirable. State owned 

enterprises employed a large part of the labour force and their closure would create vast 

unemplo yment . 

By the end of 1992 the authorities realized that the financial troubles of banks 

were closely linked to the poor situation of enterprises. Cleaning up of banks' balance 

sheets and their recapitalization made Little sense if they continued to lend to 

unrestructured enterprises. At the same tirne, banks had more information available than 
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anyone eise on the financiai situations ofenterprises. Thus it became evident that the 

restructiiring of banks and enterprises had to be tackied simultaneously. 

3. The financial res t ruc tu~g  of enterprises and commercial bnnks 

In 1993 a Law on Financial Restructuring of Banks and Enterprises was 

introduced, which perrnitted a number of restnictwiag options. such as partial forgiveness 

of debt by commercial banks, the rescheduling of debt repayments. and debt for equity 

swaps. wullineux, 1995al 

Around the same tirne, the World Bank extended to Poland an Enterprise and 

Fuiancial Sector Adjustment Loan (EFSAL) in the amount of $450 million. The World 

Banks recommendation was that banking and enterprise problems rnust be jointly 

resolved and since banks know their clients best, they may be the most effective in 

supervishg enterprise resmicniring. Some of the World Bank's loan would also be 

directed towards the finaacing of the Mass Privatization Program in Poland. In fact, part 

of loan conditionality was that the attempt be made to privatize state owned banks. 

~ a l l i c h .  19951 

The new law as well as the EFSAL provided the legai and fuiancial foundation 

for the introduction of an Enterprise and Bank Restnichiring Programme to the Polish 

economy. The objective of this was to reverse the negative tendencies of interrelated 
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structurai crisis of enterprises and inter enterprise debts and the stability of the banking 

system. The distoried lending patterns of banks wodd be improved thtough the reduction 

of bad loan porrfolios, incentives to restructure debt, the recapitalisation of state owned 

banks through the infusion of new rnoney and the restnicturing of bad enterprises. The 

programme was designed for state owned banks who had a problem with old enterprise 

debt, not for newly created privately owned banks, which did not have long standing ties 

and obligations with state owued enterprises. paw 10 wicz, 1 9941 

The program was designed by the Ministry of Finance, which had a choice 

between a centraiized and a decentraiized approach to the restructuring of banks and 

enterprises. If the former was chosen, a central agency wouid be placed in charge of the 

restructuring of both the bank and the enterprise secton. Poland chose the latter, which 

meant that the main task of financial restructuring of bank and enterprises was assigned to 

banks themselves. The state's involvement was limited to a strengthening of the capital 

bases of banks involved in the restructuriag programme, as well as to some direct contro l 

over the restructuring of state owned enterprises. [Kunik, Parfïnowicz, Zebrowski, 19951 

Goals of the restructuring programme focussed on the situations of both banks and 

enterprises. In ternis of banks, the objective was to clean up the credit pordolios of banks, 

solve the problem ofbad loans, and improve capital bases of banks so as to make banks 

attractive for future privatization. h the enterprise sector, the programme was designed to 

accelerate the restruchuing of enterprises. This included strengthening of those 
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enterprises deemed by banks to be able to survive in a market environment, as well as the 

elixnination of those enterprises, whidi the banks found unable to adapt to market 

conditions. The elimination of d t  enterprises was expected to substantially decrease the 

amount of inter-enterpnse aneats. [Dittu, 19941. [Kunik, Parfinowicz, Zebrowski, 19951 

The nsponsibilities of banks included a separation of doubtful and bad assets and 

the estabIishment of work-out units. which were charged with the preparation of debt 

management mategy. ~awlowicz, 19941 In the end, banks were to be able to divide their 

debtoa into two categories: those who had potentid to survive in a market environment 

(group 1) and those who did not (gmup 2). The actions of banks toward each of these 

groups wodd be quite different. [Kunik, Pafiowicz, Zebrowski, 19951 

Banks were to assist enterprises in group one in changes which would allow them 

to better function in the market system. Measures to facilitate enterprise restrucniring 

were to iaclude changes in the terms of debt agreements, such as debt reduction, 

conversion of short terni into long tenn debt or the granting of a grace period. AIso banks 

could choose to engage in debt to equity swaps, which would make them directly 

involved in the enterprises' operatiom. Such conciliatory agreements were to lighten the 

enterprises' financial burden and allow them to focus on the adaptation of cornpetitive 

market behaviour. [Pawlowicz, 19941 

Enterprises in group two were to be eliminated through the restructuring 
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programme, and banks were to focus on the recovery of as large a portion of their debt as 

possible. Group two enterprises were to either be liquidated or their debt could be sold 

publicly. The consent of debtors was not required to impiement either meanire and the 

banks' secrecy laws were no longer binding. Debt codd be sold neither to the debtor, nor 

to any of its afnliates. if debt was not paid within 30 days, the new holder had the option 

to convert this debt into equity at a very attractive rate. pawlowicz 19941 This was done 

with the overall goal of privatization in mind, in the hope that new owners and new 

management rnight be able to revive enterprises in financial trouble. 

The short time period and the methods used by banks, such as debt-equity swaps 

and sales of debt were very successful in that they forced banks to undertake investment 

activity and introduced market mechanimis based on the distinction between creditor and 

debtor. 

Enterprises on the other hand were forced to seek professional advice fiom the outside in 

order to clear up their hancial situation and regain credit worthiness. This was a very 

positive aspect in ternis of introducing market forces into the operations of the 

enterprises. Cpawlowicz, 19941 

Also important was the change in the relations between banks and enterprises and 

the resuiting change in theu attitudes. Enterprises could no longer expect autou~atic 

extension of credit, nor did banks have to gant them. This became very clear during the 

restructuring programme. In some instances enterprises attempted to use political 
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pressue, but were rarely successful. Govemment bodies were not allowed to interfere in 

the restrucniring programme. The ministry of finance was limited in its role to 

supervision of the banks (as their owner) and the interpretation of the law in case of lack 

of clarïty. [Pawlowicz, 19941 

4. Mass Privatization Programme 

The fm step to pnvatization of banks was taken in May L 99 1, when the 

previously established nine large commercial banks were transformed into single owner 

partnership (with the state king the owner). B y Iune 1 99 1, the decision was made to 

privatize at least five of the nine state owned commercial banks within the following year. 

[Rucika, 199 11 The privatization of nine regional state owned banks in Poland began in 

1993 and was planned to be compieted by the end of 1996. 

Generally, the definition of privatintion includes a shift of activity from the 

public to the private sector. In the case of Polish commercial banks, initially only some 

portion of ownership was to be transferred nom the governrnent to the private sector. 

More specifically, during the privatization of a state owned bank in Poland, the Treasury 

was to retain 30% of total shares of the banks with, however, only limited voting rïghts. 

Bank employees were offered 20% of shares on preferential terms. The rest of the shares 

was then to be sold to the public in two tranches; a small investos tranche and a large 

investors tranche. Bonin, 19941. 
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In 1992 a Polish Bank Privatization Fund was created as a result of several donor 

countries shifting theK contributions to die new fund h m  a previously established 

stabüization fund for the zloty, which was never used The Bank Privatization Fund was 

to create an incentive to the govemment to priva& banks. Couditional upon an [MF 

standby program and an IBRD Enterprise and Financial Sector Ad jmen t  Loan, the fûnd 

was to service the Treasury bonds issued to banks as they were pnvatized pimis, 19941 

The benefits of privatization include an injection of fiesh capital, an upgrading of 

technical and management skills and access to lower cost funding through economies of 

scaie. @3onin, 1994 ] 

Polish state owned banks were privatized in the following order. The frst was the 

Wielkopolski Bank Kredytowy (WBK.S.A.), which offered its shares to the public on 

March 1 5, 1 993. The fint day on which its shares were traded on the Warsaw Stock 

Exchange (WSE) was June 22,1993. The second bank to be pnvatized was Bank Slaski 

S.A. W Katowicach, whose shares were offered to the public in October, 1993. They 

were first traded on the WSE in January 25, 1994. It tumed out that the Initial Public 

Offer Price of Bank Slaski was 13.5 times lower than the price offered on the WSE. The 

third bank to be privatized was the Bank Przemyslowo-Handlowy S.A in Krakow, to be 

followed by Bank Handlowy @3onin, 1994 ] 

The Mass Privatization Programme was aimed at privatiMg large state owned 



banks. To facilitate the process, 15 National Inve-ent Funds w r e  created in order to 

manage the shares issued in the pnvatization p ï û w e .  The programme was voucher 

based and aiiowed holders of vouchers to buy shares of large state owned banks at one of 

the 15 National Investment Funds. AU 25 million aduit citizens of Poland were eligible to 

participate in the privatization programme. They could apply for vouchers and after 

paying a nominal price, obtain them in early 1995. wullinewc. 1995al. 

In 1995, the Polish banking system st i l l  consisted primarily of state owned banks. 

although a large portion has been privatized. The efforts at privatization of al1 large state 

owned banks remain in place. wullineux, 1995al 

5. Institutional Arrangements 

5.1. Cleuring and Payments System 

Prior to reform, bank branches heid their current accounts with regional branches 

of the NBP. Since the clearing and payments system was paper-based and quite 

disintegrated, settlement between banks took anywhere fiom three to fourteen days. This 

was far too slow for the purposes of a market economy, and ofien invited fraudulent 

bebaviour. In 1992, the National Bank of Poland began consolidating the current accounts 

of banks, allowing oniy head quarters of banks to hold reserves with the NBP. This 

centralized clearing and payment opedons to some degree. 
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A hdamental reform of the ctearing and payments system was undertaken ody 

in 1993. Key points of the reform hcluded the establishment of a National Clearing 

House, as well as a concentration of bank reserve balances in the NBP headquaners in 

Warszawa, [Osinski, Slawinski, 19941 

A National Cleariag House (Krajowy 1-t Rozliczeniowy) was established in 

1993. It replaced the existing systern of interbank payments. It was created in the form of 

a joint stock Company with primariiy large state owned banks as owners. Smailer private 

banks must apply for membership. Applications are reviewed by the National Bank of 

Poland and fees are decided with the individual b a h  financial situation in mind. 

~u i i ineux ,  1995al 

Two settiement systems were introduces into the Polish system. The fmt was 

SYBIR, a paper based system, which was started in April 1993, and allowed foe 

settiement within two days. The second system was cailed EL= and was book entry 

based. It was started in 1994 and designed mostly for large "wholesale" .&msactions. 

[Osinski, S lawinski, 19941 



5.2 Reguiafory and Supenisory Framework 

5.2-1. Bank Supervision 

In the Act of 1989, bank supe~sion was enmisted to the govemor of the NBP. To 

relieve the governor of this duty, a General Inspectorate of Banking SupeMsion was 

created after long discussion, which started in November of 1988. it began operations in 

the nunmer of 1990. Rules to be followed by the Lnspectorate were modelled afler 

standards of the European Union. This was partially, because Poland lacked its own 

experience on the b a i s  of which regdations couid be set, and partially because both the 

World Bank and the EU required that EU standards be applied. [Polanski, 19941 

5.2.2. Prudential Regulation 

The fust guidelines to prudential regdation were set in the brm of 

"recommendations" nom the NBP issued in August 1990. in 199 1, the National Bank of 

Poland introduced a new Banking Chart of Accounts, which provided the banking system 

with accounting standards. Once again these were based on EU guidelines. By 1993, it 

tumed out, that prudential regdation in Poland was more restrictive than in many other 

EU countries. [Polanski, 19941 



Fuiancial Assistance 

Poland received financiai assistance h m  international h c i a l  institutions 

throughout the development of its reform programme. Poland had Stand-by-Agreements 

with the IMF in 1990, which were renewed in March and then again October of 1994. In 

1991, Poland received a Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility , as well as 

an Extended Fund Facility. By the end of 1994, Poland's overall debt to the iMF was 

91 8.6 billion SDR [NBP report, 19941 

The World Bank extended many loans for specifk purposes, such as for instance 

the development of roads or the development of the a g r i c d t d  indu*. The most 

important in ternis of this study was the EFSAL, extended in 1993 in the amount of 450 

million US$. [NBP reports, 1993, 1994, 19951 

Furthemore, Poland was given help by the EBRD (European Bank of 

Reconstruction and Development) as well as the EIB (European Investment Bank). HeIp 

by these institutions was given in order to support the pnvate sector through provision of 

credit, to finance investment projects which exhibit a great degree of innovation, to 

support the development of institutions necessary in a market environment and to hance 

the expansion of the NBP headquarters in Warsaw to allow for more effective 

hinctioning. N P  report, 19951 
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The Polish Bank Privatization Fund was a coilection of donations fiom Sweden, 

Australia, Island, Finland Great Britain and Japan. The amount of the fÙnd toward at the 

end of 1994 was USS425.3 million. The f%st use of the h d  was made in January, 1995. 

Prior to that date, several conditions attached to the fund had not been fulfilled [NBP 

report, 19941 

Overall, Poland received hancial assistance nom many sources, not all of which 

have been mentioned in the above paragraph. Mon h d s  available to finance Polish 

reforms came with many conditions attaches, which had to be met before the funds could 

be used. For the most part, these conditions consisted of meeting deadlines for the 

cleanhg up of banks' balance sheets and the privatization of banks and enterprises were 

imposed and "recommendatioos" were also made for the regdation of banks and the 

setting of performance requkements. 

B. The Central Ba& 

In February 1989 a New Central Bank Charter was intmduced. It defined the 

hctions of the National Bank of Poland as being: to hc t i on  as a central bank of the 

state, as an issuing bank, and a banker for banks. The new Central Bank charter gave the 

NBP broad powers to execute monetary policy without the obligation of submitting a 

detailed credit plan to the parliament for approval. [Pawlowicz, 19941. However, the NE3P 

is still obligated to cooperate with the govemment and ensure that its goals are 
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coordinated with the govemments overail economic poiicy. [Wyczanski, Golajewska, 

19951 

NBP became a central bank ofa market economy, whose primary objective was to 

çtrengthen the Poüsh zloty. The NBP's main tasks included 

- management of monetary and foreign exchange policies 

- control over the Polish banking system 

- licensing of bank activities 

- grantùig of foreign exchange permits 

1. Independence 

Independence of the NBP nom the government is paniculariy important during 

the transition period. when govemments tend to change rapidly and the political situation 

tends to be highly unstable. [Kasabski, 19941 

To strengthen the independence of the NBP fiom the government, a regulation 

was htroduced granting a six year term to the govemor of the Central Bank. The 

govemor was to be called by the S e p  afler a proposai had been made by the president of 

Rzeczpospolita Poiska [Kaszubski, 19941 The govemor could be removed ooly due to 

resignation, illness preventing her fiom perfonning her duties, or a criminal charge. 



wyczanski, Golajewska, 19951 

Even though the NBP was obligated to present its plans to the Seym and discuss 

monetary poiicy meames, the NBP alone set the assumptions underlying its goal and the 

means to achieve them. The Seym or any 0 t h  govemment bodies cannot impose the 

direction of monetary po ticy on the NBP. Monetary policy must however, be in 

accordance with general economic policy, pariicuiariy with financial policy and the 

budget. [Wyczanski. Golajewska, 19951 

2. Institutional Framework 

h order to give the National Bank of Poland skilis which would be required by a 

market economy, Western Nations decided to extend their expertise and offered technical 

assistance. Each fùnction of the Central Bank was closely monitored b y  a Cennal Bank 

of one Western Nation. The Bank of England assisted the NBP with monetary 

management and money market development. The Nethetlands Bank shared its 

knowledge about monetary and balance of payments analysis. The Bank of France helped 

with estabiishing commercial bank supervision. The Austrian National Bank provided 

insights into central bank accounting. The Bundesbank helped pave the way for foreign 

exchange operations. And finaliy, the US Federal Reserve System aided in the upgrading 



of the payments system pucika, l99 11 

2.2 Supewision and Regdotion 

Originally, the govemor of the Central Bank was obliged to undertake commercial 

bank supervision and regdation. To relieve the govemor of this fiuiction, a General 

inspectorate of Banking Supervision (GIBS) was created in 1990, as part of the NBP 

organhtional structure. The Inspectorate was a department of the M3P. whose director 

was directly responsible to the govemor of the Centrai Bank. 

The tasks of the GIBS were to prepare a proposai as to prudentid regulations; to 

define concepts such as bank capitai, assets, risk, and to i5nd a uniform method to 

calculate liquidity; to decide on aliowable levels of bank risk and to prepare and introduce 

an auditing system. as well as an accounting plan for banks. mnibsk i ,  19941 

Commercial bank supervision was realized through analysis of quarterly bank 

reports as well as through on-site inspection, to ensure that banks have sufncient 

liquidity, that they extend credit and loans within guidelines of regulations. that there 

exist guarantees on repayment of credits and loans, and that the general financial situation 

of banks is intact. The goal of such inspection was to ensure the security of savings and 

deposits and bank behaviour within prudentid guidelines. wzubski ,  19941 
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Shodd the bank act against repuiations, the GIBS had the power to direct the 

appropriate department of the bank to replace the director, manager or whoever was 

responsible for the bank's wrong doing. The GiJ3S couid also k t  the banks activities. 

[Kaszubski, 19941 

It is important to understand the precise nature of the NBP's supe~sory  function. 

It is crucial to keep in rnind that commercial banks are now separate legal entities, who 

alone are responsible for theu actions and thus also their failures. The NBP cannot be 

held responsible for failmes of individuai banks; its task is to focus on the stability of the 

banking system as a whole. Ody if deposits are endangered or if a bank breaks the 

Banking Law, can the NBP intervene. Commercial banks thus cannot expect the M3P to 

assume responsibility for their losses. 

3. Instruments 

In the initial stages of transformation, the NBP relied on supervisory and control 

methods which were taken over fiom the planning system, such as credit plans, credit 

ceilings and interest rate ceilings. Ovex time the use of these has decreased, but they were 

kept as alternative tools in case monetary policy goals could not be achieved through 

other, indirect means. Gradually the NBP withdrew fiom using administrative controls 

and began to rely increasingly on instruments adapted to a market economy. The only 

administrative tool used are reserve requirements placed on commercial banks. 



in 1989 the use of reserve requirements was quite popular. Resewe requiremeats 

were getting increasingly higher diiring that year. The side effects of this monetary policy 

tool were increased costs of operation for banks? which translated into higher costs of 

credît and higher bank spreads. [Kaszubski, 19941 In 1990 reserve requirements were 

used as one way of absorbing excess Lquidity in the system. To begin with, a split reserve 

requirement \vas introduced. Later, the requirement was unified. Reserve requirements 

were subsequentiy increased to higher levels, and once again Split requirements were 

instituted, where the required reserve rate on time deposits was lower than that required 

on chequing accounts. [Calvo, Kurnar, 19931 

In order to restrict excessive credit expansion, the National Bank of Poland tried 

to use moral suasion in the first halfof 1990. The response of commercial banks was not 

satisfactory so bank by bank credit ceilings were impiemented in the second haif of the 

year and they have been used since. [Calvo, Kumar, 19931 

In 1990. refinancing credit became popuiar as a policy instrument. Toward the 

middle of the year, the NBP shifted fiom refinancing credit to long term credit (which 

would have to be repaid in 1995), as well as rediscount and lombard credit waszubski, 

19941 
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In temis of the determination of interest rates, banks were dlowed to set theu own 

rates. The National Bank of Poland inDwnced some of the spreads between deposit and 

loan rates, however. [Calvo, Kumar, 1 9931 For a long the, it was the rate on refkancing 

credit which commercial b a h  used as a mference rate, It took a while before they started 

lookhg at the rediscount rate as king the Bank Rate. 

In mid 1990, the NBP began inaoducing instruments of monetary policy, which 

took effect fully thcough the market. The NBP started using open market operatiom. At a 

weekly auction, the M3P would seii shon terni securities of the NBP, and a short time 

later open the possibility of seliing them back to the NBP. in 199 1, the NBP securities 

were replaced by government Treasury Bills, prirnarily in order to cover the budget 

deficit. ~ z u b s k i ,  19941 

4. Monetary Policy 

Under central planning, the policy of the central bank was tenned monetary and 

credit policy. Its name was changed to simply monetary policy at the onset of refomi. The 

name change of course reflected an underlying desire to move away from credit planning 

and toward a monetary policy which relied on market instruments. 

While the long term goal of monetaty policy, simiiarly to the entire economic 

reform programme was the curbing of the rate of innation and economic stabilization the 
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immediate means to achieve this long tenn goal was prbnarïiy the control of the supply of 

money. Monetary policy was for the moa part quite restrictive, aithough it was often 

loosened through commercial banks feadiness to extend ctedit to state owned entexprises. 

Interest rate policy was geared towards ensuring positive reai rates of interest. 

In ternis of its exchange rate policy, the NBP decided to fùr the Polish zloty to the 

US$, in order to provide a nominai anchor and to counteract possible inflation. This was 

possible oniy through the stabiiization of @ces of imported goods. as well as the 

containment of inflationary expectations 

This programme, although designed by Polish economists, was essentiaiiy the 

same as an IMF prescribed adjustment programme in terms of its assurnptions and its 

logic. Both the creation as well as the reahtion of the programme were monitored and 

evaluated by the [MF. [Uryczanski, Golajewska, 19951 



Names of the nine commercial banks that were branched off fiom the NBP: 

1. Bank Gdanski in Gdansk 

2. Bank Slaski in Katowice 

3. Bank Przemyslowo-Handlowy in Krakow 

4. Bank Depozytowo-Kredytowy in Lublin 

5. Powszechny Bank Gospodarcy in Lodz 

6. Wielkopolski Bank Kredytowy in Poznan 

7. Pomorski Bank Kredytowy in Szczecin 

8. Panstwowy Bank Kredytowy in Warszawa 

9. Bank Zachodni in Wroclaw 



EVALUATlON OF POLISH BANKING SYSTEM REFORMS 

This chapter attempts to anaiyse the redts of Polish banking sector reforms. 

Since problems with refonns pnor to the impiementation of the Enterprise and Bank 

Restructuring Programme have been discussed in the previous chapter, this chapter will 

focus on the restnicturing programme itself, its success in ternis of achieving its 

objectives, as  well as some of its shortcomings. The Polish approach to bank reform is 

bnefly compared with other approaches to see whether a dBerent route may have been 

more appropriate. 

A. Banks and Enterprises 

1. Enterprise and Bank Restmcturing Programme 

The programme was designed to simuitaneously target the problems of enterprise 

indebtedness to banks and to other enterprises and the consequent bad asset porifolio of 

banks. Its goal was to create a sound banking system, which would be able to fkee up 

capital used inefficiently in the public sector and channel it toward efficient uses in the 

private sector. The next section will analyse whether the restructuring programme was 

successful in its impiementation. 



2. Banks 

One crucial feature of a sound financial system is a sufncient degree of 

competition which we know did not exist prior to the restructuring programme. An 

increase in competition should lead to an Uicrease in the range of hancial  seMces 

available. as well as a decrease in the spread between deposit and lending rates offered by 

banks. 

Thus measuring the size of the spread to see whether it is falling shouid give us an 

indication of whether the degree of competition is nsing. This mesure is not perfect. It 

must be kept in miod that spreads are also affected by the size of reserve requirements. 

The higher are reserve requirements, the higher are costs to banks and the higher will be 

the ciifference between the rate at which b& lend money and the rate at which banks 

borrow money. 

Reserve requirements have been held faViy constant at 10% of demand deposits 

throughout the years and should not have afTected spreads to any great extent. 

Nonetheless. caution must be exercised when examining the spread between lending and 

deposit rates as an indicator of changes in the degree of competition. 



Table 1 

Deposit Rates, Lending Rates and the Spread 

Lending Rate (%) 1 spmd (%age points) 1 Year Deposit Rate (%) 

1995 
?MF tnternati mal Financial Statïstics, 1994 

In reference to table 1 and graph 1 we can see that in 1989, the spread between 

lending and deposit rates was negative at 40%. Spreads seem to have peaked in 1990 at 

as hi& as 462.5 %. This figure can be attributed to the extremely high lending rate of 

504.2%. Real interest rates after inflation are discussed on pages 122 and 130 of this 

chapter. 

Between 1991 and 1993 spreads stabiiized at around a low o f  1%. Immediately 

after the implementation of the Enterprise and Bank Restructuring Programme, the spread 

tumed negative again. This indicates that the deposit rate paid out by banks was higher 

than the lending rate charged by baaks. It is hardly attributable to an increased degree of 

cornpetition, since this situation wodd lead to banks being unable to cover their costs of 

operation. H a d y  a situation enforced by an increase in free market forces. An increase 
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in cornpetition may induce losses in individual banks, but shouid not lead to a negative 

spread in banks on the aggregate. The spread then cises again to 6.7% in 1995, due to an 

increase in the lending rate and a decrrase in the deposit rate. 

O v e d  it does not seem that measuring changes in the spread between deposit 

and lending rates cm provide us with reliable insights into the growth of competitiveness 

between Polish commercial banks. We may also inspect the range of s e ~ c e s  oEered by 

banks to various types of clients. 

Table 2 

Types of services offered by banks by client 

I Services/ 
Clients 

Government 

Financial 
Institutions 

Foreign 
Enterprises 

Large 
Enterprises 

interbank 
money 
market 
participants 

foreign banks 

commercial 9 
BH 

I Domestic 
Accounts 

commercial 9 
BH, BIG, 
PeKa0.S.A. 

PBR 
interbank 
money mkt 
participants 

foreign banks 

l 

BGZ, GBW, 
GBPZ, BUO 

BH, 
commercial 9 
BRE, foreign 
banks 

commercial 9 
BH 

Reiffeisen 
Centro bank 

commercial 9 
BH 

Central 
Leasing 
Associat i 
on 

Leasing 
Services 

Foreign 
Accounts 

commerciaf Cenirai 
Leasing 
Associati 

Mortgage 
Services 



Smatl and 
Medium 
Sized 
Enterprises 

High Income 
Individuals 

GeneraI 
Public 

BRF. BIG, 
Kredyt Bank, 
PeKaO.S.A., 
private 
banks, 
commerciaI 9 

- - - -  

BIG, 
Creditanstalt, 
Amerbank 

PKO BP, 
PeKa0.S.A.. 
lnvest Bank, 
PKBI, BBK, 
BIG Bank, 
commercial 9 

BRE, BIG, 
Kredyt Bank, 
PeKaO-S .A, 
private 
b-, 
commercial 9 

PKO BP, 
Invest Bank. 
PKBL, 
Agrobank 
WBC, BBB, 
BBK, Kredyt 
Bank, BOS, 
BPH 

B E ,  BIG, 
Ksedyt Bank, 
PeKaO.S.A., 
private 
banks, 
commercial 9 

pK0 BP, 
commercial 9 

Creditansta 
It, 
Amerbank 
PeKa0.S.A 

Creditans 
talt. BRE 

pK0 BP, 
PeKa0.S- 
A., B E .  
commerci 
ai 9 

BEL 
Leasing, 
EFL, 
BRE 
Services, 
mdyt 
Lease, 
Carcade, 
Wwig 

Although table 2 does not pmvide us with a cornparison of availability of banking 

services through the ,  it is nonetheless provides some useful insight. 

Firstly, if we assume, that increased competitioa is reflected in an increased 

number of  banks engaged in a particular type of activity, we can see that the degree of 

cornpetition varies greatly with the sector of the economy being serviced. 

The highest number of bank senrices is catering to the private market for the 

general public as well as small and medium sized enterprises. Activities are concentrated 

on deposit taking nom and lending to the general public and small and medium sized 
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enterprises, and paymeats settiements between smdi and medium sized enterprises. Most 

banks participate in these areas, including the nine large commercial banks (formeriy al1 

state owned). Note that the latter do not extend credit to the general public. 

Large, predominantly state owned enterprises are s e ~ c e d  by the nine large 

commercial banks. Ties between them have apparently not been broken and may even 

have been mengthened by the resmicttuing programme. Mullineux [L995] believes that 

inspite of the restructuring programme, state owned banks are still reluctant to lend to 

small and medium sized private enterprises. Ins ted  they remain tied to state owned 

enterprises. This he attributes largely to the nature of the restmcturing prognunme, which 

required cooperation between large state owned banks and state owned enterprises. The 

solution to the problem of unbroken ties may be full commercialization and privatization 

of state owned banks under the Mass Privatization Programme. As will be discussed in 

more detail. privatization is progressing much more slowly than expected and was not yet 

fully under way in 1995. 

Competition in this area has not increased. If we assume that large state owned 

enterprises comprise the buik of business of the nine large commercial banks, we can 

conclude that the degree of competition between these banks is still low. We know that 

competition among them is limited due to their regional structure. and competition fiom 

other banks does not seem to have increased. As previously noted, the newly created 

private banks are ofien too small to pose any kind of competition to large fomerly state 



owned banks. 

The fact that activities vay between the nine large commercial banks and other 

small commercial banks may have contributed to the situation of negative spreads. Large 

banks may have been able to o E i  lower lending rates of higher deposit rates than could 

small banks. An uneven distniution of activities may have resulted in an average 

negative spread. Udortunately, detailed data on differences between rates offered by 

various banks are not available to the author. 

It seems quite impossible to h d  a measure of expenence. which would allow us 

to assess the performance of banking stafTprior to and after the restructuring. It is not 

unreasonable. however, to assume that banking naff was forced to acquire and use new 

skills, while implementing the resmicturing programme. An overall assessrnent of the 

programme's performance will, in a sense, tell us whether the people responsible for its 

administration performed well. We can then assume that skiils have improved, and 

continue to improve. If the restnicturing programme was not successful in its objectives, 

then it may partly be due to a lack of increase in expenence and expertise on the part of 

the banking staff. 

It is also clear nom the previous chapter that extensive efforts were put into 
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aaining of current staff, as well as friture staE The amount of banking education which 

took place during the years of the refonn wiU cenainly remit in increased knowiedge and 

expertise to some degree. 

3.1. Bad Debt of Enterprises 

Table 3 

Share of irregular credits in total credits of commercial banks 

Month 

Table 3 and graph 2 show us, that the share of ail types of bad credits have been 

decreasing, and thus have the nurnber of total irregular credits as a share of total credits in 

the years following the restructuring programme. In the wo years after the 

implementation of the programme, irregular credits have fdlen from 28.3% to 15.1% of 

total credits. which constitutes a 13.2 percentage point drop. It is obvious, that banks 

Dec 1994 

Dec 1995 

Mat 1996 

Jun 1996 
r 

Aug 1996 

Beiow standard 

credits 

WBP Repon on Inflation, 19961 

6.0 

5.0 

4.5 

4.3 

3.9 

Doubtful credii 

4.0 

3.4 

2.8 

2-0 

1.7 

Unrecovemble 

cred-6 

Total of bad 

credits 

17-3 

13.1 

12-0 

10.9 

9.5 

28-3 

21.5 

19.2 

17.3 

15.1 
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credit portFolios have k e n  continuously improving d e r  the restructuring programme. 

This may be attributed to improvements in the financial situation of enterprises. As the 

Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS) tells us in tabk 4, there has been an increase in 

the net financiai position of enterprises. 

Net Financial Position of Enterprises 

As a result of the improvements in the h c i d  position of enterprises and 

consequent improvements in the portfolios of banks, banksr credit activity has increased 

in 1995. As can be seen in more detail in the discussion of monetary policy during the 

Year 

1992 

1993 

1994 

years of the restructuring programme, credits to the non financial sector accounted for 

55.9 % of money creation in early 1996, as compared to only 25.8 % in 1992. Credits to 

enterpnses fell during 1992, due to the poor financial records of enterpnses and 

reluctancy of banks to lend to those enterprises, and possibly due to increased borrowing 

by the govemment. The steady Uicrease in credit activity towards the enterprise sector, as 

well as to the private sector, can safely be attributed to an increased confidence in that 

Net Financial Position of Entetprises (revenues - costs) 

millions (old zloty), hundreds (new zloty) 

- 3619.7 

- 1566.5 

4896.6 
[GUS, 19951 



sector by banks. 

The fact that credit to the non-financial sector inçreased does not per se show, 

whether capital has been freed fiom inefficient uses in the public sector and channelled 

toward efficient uses in the private sector. No distinction is made between credit to 

public and credit to pnvate enterprises. In an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

restruchiring programme in ternis of channelüng capital from inefficient to efficient uses. 

the following data may be used. 

Table 5 

ln of Credit between Sectoi 
;id Bank Credit 

Govemment 
Credit to 
Public Non- 

Private 

% of total 1 



Table Sa. 
Centrai Bank Credit 
Year Credit to the Credii to Public Non- 

Govemment Fin, Enterprises 

1989 595 

Credit to the Private 
Sector I 

[htemational Financial Statistics, 19961 
Note that beginning Dec 199 1,  financial data are based on a new system of accounts and an irnproved 
reporting system. 

From Tables 5 and Sa, as weil as graphs 3 and 3a, we can see that commercial 

bank credit to ail three secton has been rising up until 1995. Central bank credit to the 

government started to decline ody in 1995. Central bank credit to public enterprises has 

been fdling throughout the period between 1992 and 1995, and credit to the private sector 

was rising until 1993 and fell in the following two years. Central Bank lending to the 

enterprise and the private sectors is negligible and largely irrelevant to the analysis. 

As a percentage of the total credit extended, credit to the government has been 

rising throughout. Credit to enterprises as a percentage of total credit feel sharply in 199 1 

and has been declinhg thereafter. Credit to the private sector has been increasing, but at a 

decreasing rate. with almost no change between 1992 and 1995 
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in terms of channeIling £inanciai resources nom public to private uses, we c m  

conclude that the restnicturing programme has been successful. Credit to non financiai 

public enterprises by commercial banks decreased Also , the proportion of credit 

extended to the private sector denaitely increased. If overall domestic credit must 

increase due to inflatiooary pressures as weLi as overail economic growth, then it is a 

good sign that the proportion of private credit is increasing. It is possible that credit to 

the private sector could have increased even more, and did not at the expense of 

government borrowing. Nonetheless, the share of credit to private enterprises increased . 

and in that sense, resources are king reallocated fiom the public to the private sector. 

This is a desired result if we assume that the private sector makes more efftcient use of 

credit than does the public sector. 

Centrai bank lending to enterprises, both public and private is not one of the 

fhctions of the central baxk We can see that central banks lending to those two sectors 

has been negligible. Lending to the govemment is generaily included in the catalogue of 

centrai bank activities. The fact that lending to the govemment both by the centrai bank 

and by commercial banks has been steadily increasing, except for centrai bank credit in 

1995, arouses the suspicion that credit to the private sector may have been crowded out. 

This set of data seems to Uidicate, that the programme was successful in tenns of 

fieeing up resourccs for more efficient uses. Schroeder does not agree. He believes that 

state owned banks continue to Iend to inefficient enterprises in order to prevent a 
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financiai disaster of theu own. Thus capital, which could be used productively by small or 

medium sized enterprises is wed for non productive purposes uistead. Private investment 

projects, as well as the creation of srnail and medium sized enterprises is discouraged 

through the lack of capital. [Schroeder, 19951 Although Schroeder does not provide an 

alternative set of data, he nonetheless instilis doubt about the success of the restrucniring 

programme- 

3.2. Enterprise Selectiom 

Two other objectives of the Enterprise and Bank Restnictuhg Programme were 

to restructure those enterprises, that were found to be able to survive in a cornpetitive 

environment and to eliminate those enterprises unable to survive. 

The elimination of inefficient enterprises included bankniptcies. 38% of which 

were of state owned enterprises and public debt sales. Banks put on sale the debts of 378 

enterprises. over 200 of which were state owned. It tumed out that debt sales ailowed for 

recovery of more money than did baukmptcies. They aiso required small fuiancial 

resources and were quite a fast procedure. Thus the elimination of unwanted enterprises 

took place fast and efficientiy. In this respect, the restrucniring programme can be 

evaluated as having been successfùi. 

However. the over 200 state owned eliminated enterprises were estimated to give 
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employment to more than halfa mülion workers. [Dittus, 19941 nius the bankniptcy or 

liquidation of enterprises, which had been taught to rely on a continuous flow of credit as 

a form of budgetary subsidy, translated into a large number of jobs lost. The effects of the 

restnicturing programme on uaemployment were thus far fiom positive. On the contrary, 

a large amount of unemployment was aeaîed. hcreased unemployment is not only 

undesirable fiom the point of view of the unemployed but also from the point of view of 

the budget An increased number of jobless citizens means a higher strain on the budget 

in terms of unemployment insurance and other forms of social assistance and reduced tax 

receipts. This may be one of the reasons for the observed increase in credit extended to 

the govemment, although as wiii be discussed later, government borrowing began to 

decline in the years following the restnicniring programme. 

A successfül restructuring of viable enterprises would be reflected in an improved 

hancial standing of existing enterprises, as well as in a fdl of interenterprise credits. 

Tables 3 and 4 show us, that the amount of bad credit to enterprises has fdlen, and that 

the financial situation of enterprises has indeed improved between L 992 ,and 1994, 

respective 1 y. 

A third objective of the restructuring programme was the limitation of 

interenterprise arrears. Some growth of interenterprise credit is said to be inevitable and 
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quite naturai to a market economy. Its level appears to increase in times of economic 

slowdowu. The degree of interenterprise indebtedness, however, should be held within 

limits. [Muilineu, 19951 

There seems to be a general agmment, that interenterprise credits have decreased 

since the onset of the restruchiring programme. Although Pawlowicz believes that it is 

too early to make a finai judgement about this,  Dimis, on the other hand contends that the 

programme was in fact successful in terms of imposhg prudent behaviour on enterpnses 

and limiting arrears between them. The situation could easiiy have been different, if 

banks decreased credit to enterpnses as they did. but banks refused to behave more 

prudently. interenterprise mars would have increased in that case. 

4. M u s  Prïvatizatioa Programme 

As already mentioned, the progress of the prïvatimtion programme is going much 

slower than was anticipated. Three state owned banks have been fdly privatized so far, 

and a fourth is in the process. Their privatization did not go smoothiy, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, and several problems SUrfaced. One may say that without emrs, Poland 

would not learn, or that learning by doing carmot ever be nictioniess. However, in the 

area of privatization, it seems that much remaios to be learned. The small number of 

privatized banks is witness to this. 
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The phcular  case of privatiation of Bank Slaski is quite controveniai. Some 

believe that it was a great success, others contend it was a complete failure. The peculiar 

circumstances smounding the privatization may explain this lack of agreement. The fact 

that Bank Slaski atuacted a new fore@ partner, MG, is regarded as a strong affirmation 

of positive fùture prospects, and thus an indication of success. [Bonin. 19931 The highly 

underpriced shares, on the other hand are ofien cited as an indication of failure. Bank 

Slaski is one of the very few banks that acnially underwent privatization. others did not 

even make it that far. 

It may well be that Polish state owned banks are not very attractive to potential 

new owners, since they are not yet fuliy efficient. We have seen that they display a lack of 

cornpetition and that the range of services they offer is quite limited. Also. although 

decreasing, irreguiar loans stiil do plague their portfolios. And finally, the unstable 

situation of the Polish economy, which is descnbed in later sections. may deter potential 

new owners. They may be waiting for stability and thus a larger degree of certainty before 

they decide to acquire large state owned baaks. and make fit them for the market. 

5. Regulatocy and Supervisa y Structure 

Improvements in the financial positions of commercial banks, as well as the 

positive results of the restnicnving programme in ternis of interenterprise debt and bad 

debt with banks, are indicative of a well fiinctioning regdatory and supervisory structure. 
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Without effective regulation, a comprehensive r e ~ c t u r i n g  programme would not bave 

been possible. 

There are however some shortcomings to the new regulations. The imposition on 

Eastern European economies in transition of prudentid regulation laws which were 

modelled &er laws designed for advanced Westem European economies. created 

problems. OAen banks were unable to cornply with the new regdations and were forced 

into bankmptcy. 

If banks cannot comply with new regulations, because of the large gap between 

old and new standards. then supervisors have two choices. Either they can close baoks, as 

threatened, or they can forbear. The fht option is unattractive, because it is quite costly 

to the banking system. The more banks have trouble keeping up with new regulations, the 

less attractive is bankruptcy as a solution* The second option becomes relatively more 

attractive, when a large number of banks are unable to comply. However, forbearance 

may Iead to a l o s  of credibility of supervisors and a loss of confidence in the entire 

programme. It may ais0 create a moral harard problem, if banks no longer feel that 

accepting and following the new high standards is crucial to their survival. 

But a moral hazard problem rnay be created even if supervisors do not forbear. 

Banks rnay attempt to hide losses in order to avoid forced bankruptcy. This problem is 

increased the tougher are the regdations. The new regulations were originally designed 
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for Western economies vit& mature capitalist banks. Adoption of strict standards makes 

the task of supervision more difficult. The higher is the incentive for banks to cheat the 

higher is the cos of supenision and enforcement to authorities. When the s u p e ~ s o r y  

structure itself is in the process of developing it may not be wise to increase the difficulty 

of its tasks. 

Undentandhg this is crucial in terms of the performance evaluation of banks in 

transition. If standards are set too high, then a restnictuting programme is sethg itself up 

for failure. The high standards were chosen not because they were proven to be effective 

in transitional economies, but rather because they were recommended by the M F  as well 

as the EU, which Poland wants to join. 

6. Clearing nad Payments Settlement System 

nie charactenstics of a weii functioning clearing and payments system include 

timeliness, celiability, safety, efficiency and ease of use. The increase in timeliness from a 

week to two days, as in the case of the Polish system is a defhte indication of substantial 

improvement. This may be an indication that expenence in this area has increased. An 

effectiveness of the clearing and payments senlement system will also allow for more 

efficient transactions processing. The system is an underlying structure. which is 

necessary but not sufticient for the creation of a sound banking system. 



B. Central Bank 

1. Monetary Poliey 

One of the necessary conditions for the economy in which a banking and 

enterprise restruchiring is supposed to be successful is macm economic stability. 

Moneüiry policy action is one of the major deterrninants of stability. Thuç it is important 

to look at the direction of monetary policy in the years of the restnicturing programme 

and thereafter. It is important to note that monetary policy action is more successful the 

more independence the Centrai Bank has fiom other agents in the economy in ternis of 

pursuing monetary goals. It is thus important to inspect both the path of the money 

supply, as an indicator of monetary policy processes, as well as the determinants of 

money creation in the economy. 

The path of  the money supply can be seen in graph 4 whose figures are given in 

the foIlowing table: 



Table 6 

Money Supply Growth and Mation 

1 Year 1 Money Growih 1 CPI Wation 1 

[lnkationai Financial Statistics, 19951 

In reference to table 6 and graph 4 we can see, that the growth of money supply 

was trailed by the inflation rate. That pnces and money supply move hand in hand is to be 

expected. the question is which causes which. The sharp &op in the inflation rate in 

1990- 199 1 ,  which occurred dong with the introduction of a strongly restrictive monetary 

policy may demonstrate that in fact monetary growth preceded inflation. We c m  then 

speculate that monetary policy was successfüi in containhg hyperinflation in the early 

1990's. It was not however, successful enough to bring inflation down much below 30 %. 

which is still quite a high rate of inflation. The reasons for insufficient tightness of 

monetary policy may be found by looking at the sources of money creation. 



2. Sources of Money Suppiy Creation 

In terms of its major detenninants, including not ody domestic but aiso foreign 

factors, the creation of money can be divided into thrce phases. Phase One was 1992- 

1994, when the main source of money creation was credit extension to the budget. Phase 

Two was 1995, when the main detenninant of money creation seemed to be the inflow of 

foreign capital. In Phase The,  1996, credit to the non-fuÿucial sector including 

enterprises and private individuals was the primary source of monetary expansion. 

Table 7 

Sources of Money Creation (in %) 

1 Net Budget lndebtedness 1 48.3 1 47 -1 

Total 

Net Foreign Assets 

Credit to Non-Fin, Sector 

a. enterprises 

b. private individuals 
(a) January - October 
N P  Report on Inflation, 19961 
Also refer to graph 5. 

100-0 

25.9 

2.1. Phase One: Credit to the Budget 

100.0 

17.5 

Along with the increase in govemment borrowing came a substantial decrease in 
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credit to the non-financial sector. It was akady mentioned that in 1992, enterprises were 

faced with a credit cnuich. It is now possible to iden te  increases in govemment 

bonowing as being one of the causes of the credit crunch, dong with the increase in 

enterprises' bad assets which led to banks' reluctance to lend to enterprises. During 1993. 

the problem of bad enterprise assets in banks' porâolios began to diminish, and lending 

to the private sector started to rise. 

Govemment borrowing during that period rnay have also partiaily been caused by 

the lack of credit to enterpnses. Enterprises were for the most part state owned and the 

government may have felt responsibie for theu survival, thus extending subsidies. Also, 

banhptcies of some enterprises contributed to the number of unemployed people, who 

required unemployment insurance or other f o m  of social assistance from the 

government. Thus the causation rnay run both ways. Increased government borrowing 

may have crowded out the enterprise sector, while on the other hand the poor fuiancial 

situation of enterpnses may have contributed to iacreased government borrowing. 

Govemment borrowing began to decrease in 1994. This may be attributed to 

refoms in the tax system and structure, which allowed for higher and more stable 

revenues to the govemment. Also expenditures were cut, especially those on 

unemployment insurance, pensions, family aliowances and disability insurance. B y 1995, 

credit to the budget ceased to dominate monetary creation. 



2 m 2 m  Phare Two: lVer Foreign Assets 

Between 1992 and 1996, d t s  to the non-financial sector have been on the rise, 

although they did not account for the bulk of money creation, aithough they did account 

for close to 40% of moncy creation in 1995. In that year, credit to the budget decreased 

substantiaily, to 3.7% of total monetary expansion, as a result of the demand for 

govemment securities by domestic as weii as foreign investors increasing greatly, which 

aiso meant a greater role for the banking sector in the managing of the budget deficit. Net 

increase in Foreign assets were responsible for the remaining 58 percent of money 

creation. 

Increased interest in Polish government bonds on the part of foreign investors 

greatiy facilitated the fùiancing of govemment budget, yet at the same time hampered 

anti-idationary monetary policy. The resdting inflow of foreign capitai into the country 

accounted for a major part of money creation., and made it harder for authorities to keep 

monetary expansion under control. 

Aiongside an increased demand for Polish govemment securities, both 

domestically and abmad came iacreases in the demand for Polish goods and services in 

foreign markets. Foreign capital i d o w  increased as a result of these developments, and 

Polish production increased at a phenomenal7% in 1995. 



Table 8 

Nominal GDP and nominai GDP p w t h  

I Nominal GDP, millions (old 
zloty), 1 OO's (new zloty) 

1994 210377 
[IMF International Financial Statistics, 19961 

Nominal GDP gmwth 

Note that beginning in 1990, data have k e n  tevised significantly. Therefore caution is advised when 
comparing pre 1990 to post 1990 data. 

It may be more usefbi to look at the growth of the real GDP as opposed to its 

nominal values. Problems with data availability, however, present some difficulties. 

Table 8a includes the authors own calcuiation of real GDP values done on the basis of 

nominal GDP values as reported bu the IMF International Financiai Statistics and a GDP 

deflator, as reported by the Polish Central Statisticai Office (GUS). The GDP deflator is 

available for the years 1990-1 994 only. 



Tabie 8a 

Real GDP and real GDP growth 

The increase in demand for exports may be in part explained by the relative 

situations of Poland and her neighbours. Relative to the West, significant differences 

prevailed between prices of goods and services, despite attempts to increase Polish price 

leveis to western levels. To the East, the lack of goob and services in countries of the 

former Soviet Union may have contributed to their increased imports from Poland. 

The effects of an increased demand for Polish exports of goods and services and 

Real GDP growth 
(%) 

-7.04 

2.60 

3.85 

4.92 

Year 

1990 
1 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

for Polish bonds on the net foreign assets situation were amplified by a "crawling peg" 

[IMF International Financial Statitics and 
GUS] 

regirne on the foreign exchange market Ali this posed serious obstacles in the pursuit of 

GDP deflator 
(1 990=100) 

1 O0 

155.3 

21 5.1 

280.7 

360.4 

monetary poiicy gods of reducing infiation. 

Real GDP 

56027 

5206 1 -7 

53437.5 

55496.9 

58373.2 



2.3 Phase Tîiree: Credit to the Non-Financial Sector 

In 1996 the role of net foreign assets in temis of money creation fell, government 

borrowing increased again and for the fkst time since the Unplementation of the 

Enterprise and Bank Restnicturing Programme mdit to the non-fmancial sector 

accounted for the buik of monetary expansion. 

Foreign capital inflows may have decreased due to the Centrai Bank puttïng an 

end to portfolio investoa' expectations of an appreciation of the Polish doty. The 

National Bank of Poland announced that it planned on keeping the zloty stable in real 

ternis. Pordolio hvestors began to leave the Poüsh secunties market soon &et this 

announcement. 

From the point of view of money creation the key phenornenon in 1996 was the 

increase in credits to the non financial sector, which started in 1995. Between January and 

October 1996 non-financiai sector credits increased nominally by 25.5%, while credits to 

private individuais rose nominally by 67.2% and to enterprises by 21%. The NBP 

estimates that the real increase in lending to the non-financial sector during the first three 

quarters o f  1 996 was 4.% in the first, 6.0% in the second and 8 -5% in the third quarter 

(using the producer price index as the deflator). 

Thus since 1994, visible increases in commercial bank credit activity can be 
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amibuted primarily to the improvements in the banks' Financiai standings. Referring back 

to table 3 we can see that the share of irreguiar credits in total credits of commercial 

banks feu and thus the credit portfiolios of banks became much cleaner. 

3. Central Bank Independence 

The degree of independence of the Centrai Bank is d i c u i t  to measure. We can, 

however, infer fiom developments described in previous sections that the M3P's 

autonomy in terms of monetary policy could have been higher. 

During ail three phases of post-restruchuing programme monetary policy, 

different sectoe of the economy exerted great influence over the direction of monetary 

policy. The level of credit expansion was not exogenoudy determined by the NBP but 

rather innuenced by endogenous factors within the economy. The budget demanded 

credit during Phase One, foreign capital M o w s  resulted in increased money creation in 

Phase Two and the non-fuiancial sector, iocluding enterprises and private individuals 

demanded credit in Phase Three. 

Thus during that time the NBP was never really independent in terms of being 

able to pursue anti intlationary goals of monetary policy. Instead of being able to restrict 

money creation, the NBP had to respond to the need of various economic agents. This 

greatly hampered its independence. 
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What needs to be improved in the operations of monetary authorities is the use of 

open market operatiom. It has been mentioned before that open market operations are the 

best available monetary poticy hstmment, as they do not interke with the market. 

However, in order to prevent excessive expansion of the money supply, open markct 

operations should take place on the secon* market. Unfortunately, a secondary market 

for govemment secraities has not yet M y  developed in Poland and open market 

operations make use primady of the primary market A well fuactioning secondary 

market is soarly needed if monetary policy is to contain monetary growth in an attempt to 

reduce inflation. 

4. Macroeconomic Stabiüty 

Requirements for macroeconomic stability are the penistence of a low and stable 

rate of inflation as well as positive real rates of interest and equilibrium levels of 

exchange rates. We can inspect infiationary processes during the yean of transformation 

to see whether the inflation situation has been improving. Furthemore. we can use the 

refinancing rate dong with the rate of inflation to see whether real rates of interest have 

been positive. 



Table 9 

Mation and Red interest Rates 

1994 33.3 -0.5 0.1 

1995 26.8 6.7 O 
[lntemational Financiai Statistics. 19961 

From the table 9 as well as graph 4 it is apparent that inflation in the Polish 

economy is still quite high . Although it has been brought down boom its highest levets of 

247.7% in 1989 and 553% in 1990, it is nonetheless still around 30%. It seems however, 

that the rate of inflation has been consistentiy falling since 1990, which may be attnbuted 

to restrictive monetary policy, and possibly to other factors, such as increases in 

production levels. 

Real DeposÏt Rate 

-1 47.7 

-51 1.3 

The situation with real interest rates is far from being satisfactory (also refer to 

graph 6). Real interest rates remained negative throughout these years. Deposit rates 

became positive in 1994, at a very low 0.1 % and dropped to zero in 1995. Lending rates 

moved to the positive side in 1995. Data are not sufEcient to predict positive interest rates 

in the years following 1995. Negative or very low reai interest rates could indicate that 

govemment involvement in the financiai sector is still too high and that interest rate 

1991 76.7 -22. 1 -23.4 

1992 45.3 -6.3 -7.5 

Real Lendinq Rate 

-i83-7 

48.8 

Year 

1989 

1990 

CPI Infiation 

247-7 

553 
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ceiiings and other restrictions remain in place. The problem could also be attrïbuted to the 

fact that the National Bank of Poland has been unable to contain idiation sufficiently, 

probably due to other obligations of monetary policy. Thus the lack of centrai bank 

independence may have been a large hindrance in the pursuit of anti-inflationary policy, 

enough to prevent it h m  behg successful. Another possibüity is that the banking sector 

has not developed enough to be able to properly chamel monetary policy throughout the 

economy. This would then indicate that the restrucniring programme has failed to 

produce an efficient banking sector capable of transmitting monetary policy signais. 

The requirements for macroeconomic stability of a low and stable rate of inflation 

and positive real rates of interest have not been met In an unstable environment it is even 

harder for new private banks and enterprises to NMve, and for previously state owned 

banks to fully rely on the forces of the market. The creation of a sound and efficient 

banking system is made more difficult when the rate of inflation is high and real rates of 

interest are negative. Conversely, the effectiveness of monetary policy is decreased when 

the bankuig sector cannot channel policy signals properly, and thus the achievement of 

rnacro economic stability is made more difncult. This is the same circle of probiems that 

Poland had been faced with since the onset of reform. It seems that progress is being 

made, since defnite Unpiovements in the situation c m  be identified. Although the 

economy is still not stable, it is more so than it was in 1989, and the banking sector has 

increased in eficiency since that tirne. Thus aithough there is a long way to go yet, efforts 

have been fruitfbl and progress is being made. 



5. Foreign Assistance 

Poland received very large arnounts of finaocid assistance both hanciai and 

techaical. Loans were extended fiom the IMF and the Word Bank, the EBRD, the EU and 

many other orgaaizations and gant assistance was also offered and help was provided 

with restructuring tasks at hand. Generally, Poland's performance in terms of the macro 

economy is judged quite weii, as her rates of growth of output exceed those of other 

countries in transition. But problems remain with relatively hi& rates of infiation and 

unemployment. 

Foreign hancial assistance is usuaily accompanied with technical advice. in fact, 

loans fkom the international financial institutions have attached a set of policy measures 

upon whose implementation the loans are conditionai. Aiso in the case of Polancf, the 

IMF and W a l d  Bank prescribed a set of policies similar to those usually prescribed in 

developing counmes of various regions of the world. Poland was asked to impiement 

restrictive m o n e t q  and fiscal policies, to devalue exchange rates, to Iiberalize trade and 

prices and to remove govemment subsidies. These policies were in fact implemented, and 

generaily claimed to have been chosen by Poland herself. 

Also in the area of banking reforms, international fmancial institutions as weil as 

the European Union had their Say. The general push was towards financial liberalization 

in the fom of removing interest rate distoriions, as well as privatization of commercial 
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banks. The strategy was foliowed, ody to discover that mere liberalization of interest 

rates and removal of govemment involvement was not enough to do the trick. Probiems 

carried over nom the previous era emerged, such as a stock of bad debts in banks' balance 

sheets and a large amount of interenterprise arrears. It became clear that bank refom 

cannot be divorced fiom enterprise refomi. As well, it became apparent that major 

institutional changes were equired payments systems were inadequate, regdation and 

supervision were too disorganized and banking personnel needed to be trained. 

Foreign helpers did not give up, but instead designed an Enterprise and Bank 

Restructuring Prognunme, aimed to address the financial troubles of banks and 

enterprises simultaneously. Or perhaps it was the Poüsh Minister of Finance who 

officially designed the programme, which just happened to coincide with the World 

Bank's own ideas ewugh that it was heavily funded by the institution? In any case, 

programme design required extensive knowledge of the situation of individual Polish 

banks and enterprises and the workings of the financial system as a whole. Supervision of 

the programme called for close monitoring of banks, dieu balance sheets and their 

relations to enterprises, other baaks and the central bank. In other words, foreign 

invoivement ailowed international financial institutions, as well as members of the EU2 to 

inspect Polaad's finances throughly . 

The National Bank of Poland was not spared good advice. At1 depamnents of the 

Polish central bank came under close inspection of the central banks of one Western 
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country. nius for instance England gained extensive knowledge of the NBPs monetary 

management and money market situation. Gemany becarne an expert on Polish foreign 

exchange operations. Others were given access to the records of other NBP depiirtments. 

The reward for advice extended was a detailed fdarizatioa with Polish centrai bank 

operations, commercial banks structure, financial standing and future prospects. The 

Polish financial system became an open book, with no secrets and thus no possible 

surprises. What better way of controbg a potential competitor than keeping a figer on 

her finances? 

6. Problems with the Restriictu~g Programme 

The Enterprise and Bank Restnicturing Programme is generally seen as a success, 

especially in terms of its objectives, which were those suggested by foreign advisors. 

What is rnentioned less often are the ridiculously high standards and though regdations 

that were set and the very short t h e  given to individual banks to comply with them . As 

aiready discussed, standards set too high cause problems. 

Also. the fact that enterprise restructuring has put many people out of work 

without necessarily providing them with an alternative is generally not addressed. The 

implicit assurnption is that once b d s  are fieed nom inefficient uses in old state owned 

enterprises. they will be channeiled toward the newly emerging private sector and used 

efnciently. Thus any unemployment created during the process of restmcturing old state 
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owned enterprises should easily be absorbed by the new private sector. However, aü 

workers, much like banking staff and policy makers, may not have the training and skiils 

necessary to fit into the private sectort Also they must be taught new foms of behaviour 

and learn how to d v e  in a market environment A person who was pushed through the 

polish sociaiist education system and placed in a job for the next th* years, perfonning 

a tasic which was either productive or completely redundant, cannot be expected to 

suddeniy be able to look and successfully h d  an alternative job. Much l e s  will these 

persans skills be up to date and required in newly created businesses and f h s .  Bank 

refonns, which pulled dong reforms of enterprises paid no attention to the problem of 

unemployment which the general public would be faced with. 

Table 10 

Unemployment 

Year 1 Total # of unarnployeâ (1 000's) 1 Rate of unernployrnent 1 

1994 2838.0 16-0 1 
:Intemational Labour Statistics Yearbook, 19951 

The rate of unemployment has increased into the double digits in 1991 and has 

remained high thereafier. Caution is advised when working with data on unemployment 

as it is a self reported type of data. Only those who report themselves as unemployed are 
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counted. Reports usually take the fomi of applications for assistance on the basis of being 

out of  work and looking for work Thus the proportion of those unemployed who do 

report themselves will be -ter, the greater the incentive to apply for assistance, or the 

greater the amount of available assistaace. Po tish unemployment insurance and other 

forms of social assistance are quite low, and may not provide much of an incentive for 

reporting. Thus unemployment data may weU be underestimated. 

It is hard to say whether unemployment has indeed iocreased as a direct result of 

the restructuring programme, since &ta are available ody up to 1994, one year after the 

implementation of the programme. But we can see that unemployment is a great problem 

in the Polish economy; it was ignored by the restnicturing programme and may have even 

been incteased by it. 

7. Future Prospects 

The Polish decentraiized approach to enterprise and bank rennrcturing is moa 

ofken compared with the Hungarian approach. Hungary opted for gradualism in their 

o v e d  economic reform, as opposed to the PoLish "Big Bangy' approach. In terms of 

banking reforms, Hungary adopted a cenaaüzed restruchving programme, which is ofien 

said to have had Little success. 

In Poland a comprehensive approach to enterprise and bank restructuring was not 
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adopted until 1993. Pnor to that time, some initial steps were taken in the right direction, 

and some in the wrong direction. Generally, it was a period of experimentation, and 

measures taken were not organized and focussed on specinc goals. 

Only in 1993 did Poland develop a detailed plan with specific objectives and 

guidelines to be followed. It would then seem that the evaluation of progress should begin 

at that time and not prior to 1993. 

Evaluation shouid not be too harsh, keeping in mind the ridiculously high 

standards. Standards shouid in fact be lowered in the beginning stages of reforrn, and then 

gradualiy increaseci, as banks clean up their balance sheets, smooth out their operations, 

and acquire market sucvival skills. The acquisition of skilis takes time and this should be 

allowed for. 

Ody four years have passed since the reform properly started a period just 

sunicient to fully educate new bankùig system employees, managea and directoa. 

During this time, those employed by banks partaking in the restnichuing programme, and 

those supervising the pogramme's implementation were in the process of leaming and 

acquiring new skills. They were forced to take crash courses and do most of their learning 

by doing. Some employees and supervisors were foreigners, and only a few anticipated a 

growing demand for banking specialises and began acquiring their education prior to 

1993, in the few schools available at the tirne. 
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1996 may thus have marked the year in which a new push was given to banking refoms. 

With the k s h  influx of educated human capital, refomis shouid speed up. 

The direction of refomis should be cbaoged süghtly in order to incorporate 

concems abut the growing number of unemployed people, maybe through a more 

graduai approach. Also those people, who lose jobs as a resuit of enterprise restrucnuing 

should be allowed SUfflcient time to retrain and look for new employment Thus refoms 

should be patient. Enterprise restructufitlg should not be a slash and buni process, but 

raîher opt for a graduai elimination of redundant empioyment positions. More time is 

required in order for reforms to be more successful, and more time should be allowed. 
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Graph 4 

Money Supply Growth and Inflation 
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Graph 6 

Real Lending and Real Deposit Rates 
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Concluding Remarh 

Cornpetition between formeriy state owned large commercial banks, as well as the 

rest of the banking sector has not increased greatly. Commercial bank lending to public 

non financiai enterprises did not decrease, on the contrary, it continued to grow. Only the 

share of lending to private enterprise increased. Real interest rates were negative until 

1995, when they reached positive but low levels. Yet the Polish enterprise and bank 

restmcturing programme is generally considered to have been quite successful. It did 

improve the financial situation of enterprises and thus provided cleaner balance sheets for 

banks. It also equipped banks with better skiiis and experience in ternis of evaiuating 

potential bonowers and lending in a market economy. 

Even though the Polish approach to banking reforms was more less successful in 

terms of its objectives, it seems that these objectives may have been chosen incorrectly. 

Increased cornpetition between banks, and the preparation of commercial banks and at the 

same time enterprises for privatization, as well as a fiancial deepening of the banking 

sector are important goals. It seems however, that expectations for speedy improvements 

in these areas were too hi&. Standards which were to be met by banks and enterprises 

were set ridiculously high creating harsh conditions for both banks and enterprises. Harsh 

conditions for enterprises translated into harsh conditions for workers, rnany of whom 



uitimately lost their jobs. 

It also seems that the trust placed in foreign institutions was unreasonably hi&. 

Although western advisors certauiiy had better experience and knowledge in terms of the 

hctioning of a market economy and the banking system within such an economy, a 

transition fiom a socialist to a capitalist system has not been expenenced before. Thus 

knowfedge about the appropriate procedures. as well as appropriate guidelines was not 

available even to western advisors. The remit of too much foreign interference in the 

Polish refomi programme was that standards were set much too high, settïng many 

possibly viable institutions up for failure. A h ,  foreign advisoa gained extensive insight 

into the bctioning and the progress of the Potish system 

It may have been wiser to sofien standards and regulations and ailow banks and 

enterprises to graduaily work their way up to Western standards. It should not be 

forgotten that restnicturing of any institution, be it a bank or an enterprise. involves 

teacbg new skills and new f o m  of behaviour to people, who may require a long time 

to acquire new skilis as well as change their attitudes toward certain aspects of an 

economic system. 
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